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Civil War photographs ever published. 
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President John Fitzgerald Kennedy (1917–1963)
In the fiftieth anniversary year of his death, the Maryland Historical Magazine pays tribute 

to the charismatic leader whose exuberance and optimism rallied a generation of idealistic 
young Americans with his inaugural address, delivered on a bitterly cold January 20, 1961:

“Let the word go forth from this time and place, to friend and foe alike, that the torch 
has been passed to a new generation of Americans—born in this century, tempered by war, 
disciplined by a hard and bitter peace, proud of our ancient heritage—and unwilling to wit-
ness or permit the slow undoing of those human rights to which this nation has always been 
committed, and to which we are committed today at home and around the world.

. . . we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose 
any foe, in order to assure the survival and the success of liberty. . . . And so, my fellow Ameri-
cans: ask not what your country can do for you – ask what you can do for your country.”

PDA
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Eighteenth-century Chesapeake merchants prospered as the tobacco economy shifted to an export 
market that thrived on a variety of crops. Emanuel Bowen, A New and Accurate Map of Virginia 
and Maryland, 1747 [1752].
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Before the Storm:  
Maryland Shipping, 1750–1775
JohN F. WiNg

in the twenty-five years leading up to the Revolutionary War, Patrick Creagh and 
Samuel galloway, Maryland businessmen, represented a growing class of local 
merchants who built, owned, and operated vessels in Maryland’s shipping. They 

sent them to England, the Caribbean islands, and to sister colonies in North America. 
The wind-driven wooden vessels were loaded with Maryland’s agricultural output 
and brought back household goods, sugar, rum, salt, wine, and people. Maryland’s 
economy and its ocean trade were increasing in part due to the entrepreneurial spirit 
of men such as Creagh and galloway, the diversification of its export cargoes, and 
the accumulation of capital. The London-based merchants and New England ship 
owners who had controlled colonial shipping were now facing competition. 

The Revolutionary War, though, ended the long growth of Maryland trade and 
shipping, the cornerstones of the colony’s economy. This essay focuses on the period 
of profound shift from dependence on tobacco exports to Britain to development of a 
broader agricultural base, which overtook tobacco’s share of the provincial economy. 
Manufactured products, which had been imported exclusively from Britain, were 
now increasingly made locally as well as in other American colonies. Vessels were 
being built and crewed in Maryland. All of these developments describe a more 
self-reliant economy than the highly dependent tobacco economy that characterized 
Maryland fifty years earlier.

The principal economic change was the decline in tobacco exports and the 
increase in a wider set of exports: wheat, flour, corn, timber, ships, and iron. At the 
same time the vessels in Maryland’s overseas trades evolved from three-masted, 
square-rigged vessels—ships, hagboats, flyboats, and pinks, and a small number of 
two-masted vessels (brigantines, ketches, and barks)—to a more even mix of ships, 
brig types, schooners, and sloops. Rather than being confined to trade with Britain 
and limited coastal trade as at the beginning of the century, Maryland merchants 
and vessels became the largest part of the colony’s commercial industry, sailing to 
Britain, ireland, Portugal, Madeira, New England and Mid-Atlantic colonies, and 
the Caribbean colonies of Barbados, Jamaica, Antigua.

During the prewar period, the types of vessels that came to Maryland harbors 
and rivers had already moved from a diverse collection of seventeenth-century craft 
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to fewer types that were better suited to specific trades: transatlantic, Caribbean, 
and coastal. Another change that was well underway was the shift from Annapolis 
to Baltimore as the major center of trade in the colony. Baltimore had better access 
to grain produced in Maryland’s hinterland, waterpower for mills, and a deeper 
and larger harbor, putting the young city on the path to be the primary port in 
Maryland.

Because of the war, by 1776 most Maryland ports were closed, shutting up co-
lonial vessels in harbor or diverting them to less familiar trades and privateering. 
British vessels no longer brought European goods for Maryland’s homes and shops. 
Maryland’s economy turned inward as the British blockade crippled merchant ship-
ping to and from the colony. 

This essay describes the composition of Maryland’s trade before the war and the 
merchant vessels in the colony’s shipping. it also links the two by showing how the 
changing economy governed the types of vessels that carried Maryland’s trade.

A Growing Economy
Commercial policies practiced in the eighteenth century by Britain and other Eu-
ropean powers channeled colonial trade of important commodities such as tobacco 
and sugar to their homelands. London merchants and the royal treasury counted 
on revenue from Britain’s colonies in the New World. Maryland and Virginia were 
major participants in this commercial empire through their tobacco production. 
The annual value of Maryland and Virginia exports to Britain grew slowly over the 
eighteenth century from £300,000 to over £700,000 (Table 1).1 Maryland’s trade is 
often estimated to be 40 percent of the total. 

Table 1: Exports of Maryland and Virginia to Britain
                (Value in thousands of pounds sterling) 

                       Share of North  
        Value     American Exports (%)

1700 317     80
1710 188 75
1720 331 71
1730 347 61
1740 342 48
1750 509 62
1760 504 66
1770 435 43
1775 758 39

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. government Printing office, 1960).
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in the early years of the Maryland colony, the primary export was tobacco 
shipped to England. By the middle of the eighteenth century exports had expanded 
to include wheat, flour, corn, wood, ships, iron, and other lesser products.2 By the end 
of the colonial period Maryland’s trading partners had diversified beyond England 
and ireland to include the other colonies in North America and the West indies, 
principally New England, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Bermuda, Barbados, 
Antigua, and Jamaica. There were scattered voyages to Continental Europe, Madeira, 
and isle of May. in addition to these ocean trades, local traffic on Chesapeake Bay, 
while largely unrecorded, was also important to the economy and daily living in the 
colony. it also provided the sailors and shipwrights for Maryland’s growing fleet of 
locally owned and built ocean vessels.

in broad terms, economic wealth is determined by the availability of land, 
natural resources, capital, and labor. it is also shaped by the available technology, 
energy sources, transportation infrastructure, and economic organization. Maryland 
had plentiful land and natural resources, but limited capital and slow transatlantic 
communications. Embryonic methods of credit and transfer of payments were 
impediments to trade because modern business organization and financing were 
in their infancy. Labor was never plentiful. Pre-revolution maritime commerce was 
conducted in wooden sailing ships, which were advanced technology for the time 
but subject to uncertain winds and currents. Energy sources were limited to animal, 
human, wind, and water but no steam. in spite of these limitations, the economy of 
colonial Maryland grew as a result of population growth, the increased amount of 
land under cultivation, and a strong demand in Europe for tobacco and grain.

Records are not available to determine the overall economic output of colonial 
Maryland, but there are various methods to gauge trends. one is to examine the 
growing value of exports. Another measure is population, white and black, since both 
were producers and consumers in the economy. Maryland’s settler population, a scat-
tered, pioneering community, grew at a high rate yet the colony still faced shortages 
of workers compared to the amount of land available for cultivation. From 1640 to 
1770 the rise in the number of settlers was steady and strong, from 600 to 200,000. 
Likewise, the black population grew from 20 to 65,000 during this same period.3
These increases sustained long-term economic growth that enabled Maryland to 
prosper as much as it did.

Though Maryland’s economy and those of other southern colonies—Virginia, 
North and South Carolina, and georgia—were based on agriculture, New England 
and the middle colonies had more diverse economies based on a range of shipping, 
shipbuilding, timber, fur, fishing, and grain production. Nevertheless, Maryland, like 
Virginia, prospered and grew because its fertile soil and milder climate allowed inten-
sive farming of tobacco. it is estimated that three-quarters of Maryland’s economy at 
the end of the 1600s was tied to tobacco exports. This would imply a total economy 
of Maryland at that earlier time of £130,000.4 By the last decade before the Revolu-
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tion, tobacco exports were still large but represented less than half the value of total 
Maryland exports. Tobacco exports now competed with wheat and corn.

The value of exports shipped from harbors in the Annapolis District, the principal 
customs district in Maryland, grew fourfold but unevenly between 1750 and 1774, 
from over £64,000 to nearly £270,000 pounds sterling5 (Table 2). At the same time, 
tobacco gradually declined in value and as a fraction of all exports. This occurred 
as wheat was steadily increasing its share of exports. it appears that wheat exports 
not only exceeded those of tobacco but also were the cause of tobacco’s decline. 
Planters switched to raising grain, which was better suited to some of the new land 
under cultivation, particularly in Frederick County. To the germans who settled 
there, growing wheat came naturally. it also grew well on the Eastern Shore where 
land was shifted from tobacco to wheat and other grains.

With her sister colony Virginia, Maryland produced tobacco more cheaply and, 
after a period of experimentation, of better quality than most other places. it became 
so profitable that settlers were slow to diversify to other crops. Although raising to-
bacco was profitable over time, fluctuating prices led to unsteady economic returns 
for Maryland merchants and plantation owners. 

This cyclical economic pattern continued into the late 1700s. As in other indus-
tries, tobacco planters overreacted to annual increases and decreases in demand, 
which resulted in over- or under-production in the following year. This led to 
instability in prices and income as well as an irregular flow of labor to work on the 
plantations. The growing but uneven market for tobacco made paying for British 
goods difficult at times, which in turn stimulated domestic enterprise. Maryland 
planters, merchants, and craftsmen increased the manufacture of shoes, clothing, 
and tools, effectively building industries. Shoes and clothing for slaves were early 
local products. This development also satisfied the need to keep servants and slaves 
busy when they were not needed for tobacco production. 

Shipping was essential to Maryland’s agricultural economy because most of the 
produce was initially exported across the Atlantic to Britain. Food and wood products 
also became significant exports to Caribbean plantations. At the same time, most 

Table 2: Annapolis District Export Values 
           Total Exports       Tobacco (%)      Wheat (%)      other Cargo (%)

 1750 £64,418 79 4 18
 1755 42,871 65 7 28
 1760 105,638 67 7 26
 1765 80,986 50 13 37
 1770 180,170 34 28 38
 1774 267,234 20 41 39

Source: Stephen g. hardy, “Trade and Economic growth in the Eighteenth-Century 
Chesapeake” (Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland, 1999), Table 77.
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home furnishings and plantation equipment and supplies were still imported from 
Britain directly or were transshipped through commercial centers such as Boston, 
New York, and Philadelphia, even as local manufactures were growing. in this en-
vironment, Maryland’s economy was linked to both the value of its exports and to 
the growth of its population. 

Maryland’s Waterborne Trade
Before the Revolution, Maryland was involved in three principal ocean trades and 
in local traffic on Chesapeake Bay and its rivers. 

Trans-Atlantic: Exporting tobacco, grain, and wood products to Britain and 
ireland and returning with European goods for Maryland homes and planta-
tions. imports also included wine and salt for fisheries,

Caribbean: Carrying grain, fish, and wood to the plantations in the West indies 
and bringing sugar and molasses to Maryland,

American Coastal: Leaving with grains and wood products and returning with 
a variety of food products and transshipped cargoes from Britain,

Chesapeake Bay: Traffic on small bay craft carrying passengers, provisions, and 
cargo between settlements, plantations, and ports of entry.

Significantly, each of the three principal ocean trades had substantial numbers 
and tonnage of vessels engaged, but there were differences in the kinds of cargo 
transported, winds and currents, and the types and size of the vessels. These will be 
discussed for each trade. 

Even though records for ocean and local trade are incomplete, major trends are 
evident. Total Maryland traffic grew more than four-fold from 1745 to 1775.6 Maryland 
traffic was also shifting away from Britain to the American and Caribbean colonies.7
half of all voyages were regular shuttles between Maryland and one other trading 
area—Britain or North American and Caribbean colonies. The other half were voy-
ages that called at ports in more than one trade. For example, vessels sailing to Britain 
with tobacco and wood products often returned to Maryland via Boston, bringing 
foodstuffs such as cheese, apples, onions, raisins, cranberries, peas, and bread in 
addition to transshipped European goods. in another common pattern, individual 
vessels might regularly sail between Maryland and Britain one year, and in the next 
year shift to other trades such as between Britain and the Caribbean. 

Thus there was no fleet dedicated solely to Maryland shipping needs. Rather, in 
this colonial period vessels, whether owned by British, New England, or Maryland 
merchants or mariners, were part of a large fleet of British and colonial vessels which 
altered their routes to wherever a demand for shipping arose. The vessels in the 
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Table 3: Voyages of Vessels in Maryland Trades
           1745 1755         1765 1775
Total Voyages Recorded 39 72 100 187
Percent to Britain, Europe 59 36 27 44
Percent to Caribbean 25 26 20 30
Percent American Coastal 36 38 53 26  

Tonnage of Vessels in Maryland Trades
            1742–1759          1760–1775
Total tonnage recorded 83,000 164,000
Britain % 63 47
Caribbean % 14 19
American Coastal % 17 24
Continental Europe % 4 9

Source: Naval officer Shipping Lists

Table 4: Trade with Great Britain
Colonial Exports to Britain (Thousands of Pounds Sterling)

       New       New York,  Maryland, Carolina,
           Total           England    Pennsylvania   Virginia georgia
1775 1,921 117 363 758 683
1770 1,015 148 98 435 683 
1765 1,152 146 80 506 420
1760 761 38 44 504 175
1755 940 60 60 490 330
1750 815 48 64 509 194
  

Colonial imports from Britain (Thousands of pounds Sterling)
           Total    New       New York,  Maryland,          Carolina,
                 England    Pennsylvania   Virginia georgia
1775 196 72 3 2 120
1770 1,926 394 611 718 202
1765 1.944 451 746 383 364
1760 2,612 600 1,188 606 218
1755 1,113 342 296 285 191
1750 1,313 344 485 349 135

Source: Historical Statistics of the United States.

North American and Caribbean trades were smaller than those sailing from Britain 
on longer voyages to the Far East under the East india Company flag. in some cases, 
merchants and vessels were closely tied to one or several trades through established 
commercial or family connections. Yet often they were opportunistic tramp traders, 
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following the demand for carriage wherever they found it. Repeat voyages to and 
from Maryland ports were remarkably few, even by vessels registered in Maryland 
by local owners.

Cargo Exported and Imported
Tobacco, grain, and wood products dominated the commodities exported from 
Maryland, followed by smaller quantities of iron, fish, and flax seed. imported 
were European goods, irish linen, salt, wine, tar, sugar, rum, and molasses8 (Table 
5). “European goods” was the term used to describe the many manufactured items 
needed or wanted in a frontier society. These included household goods, cooking 
ware, tools, boat equipment, clothing and material, furniture, and many other things. 
Among the more unusual items listed in the customs reports were a fire engine, 
wheel chairs, and wheelbarrows.9 

Trade goods were not the only imports to Maryland. New settlers, merchants, 
and government officials paid for the crossing. Unfortunately, records of passengers 
are scarce, other than an occasional anecdote. Naval officers were not interested in 
paying passengers. however, according to the surviving NoSL records, other cat-
egories of people arrived as cargo in increasing numbers.10 

Jean Russo, historian of colonial Maryland, reports that over a twenty-year 
period, 15,625 servants and 1,908 slaves were brought to Maryland. That is higher 
than the numbers from the customs records. Research by Teresa Foster, a gradu-
ate student at UMBC, indicates that many convicts transported to Maryland were 
mislabeled as servants.

Maryland ship owners were not participants in the slave trade. Between 1760 

Table 5: Maryland Exports and Imports
Exports

   1760  1765  1770  1775
Wheat, corn (bushels)  74,000 190,000 280,000 424000
Flour, bread (barrels) 15,000 24,000 56,000 88,000
Wood units 392,000 770,000 303,000 794,000
Tobacco (hogsheads) 10,800 5,900 5,900 1,800
iron (tons) 880 1200 1300 800

imports (in percentages)
   1760  1765  1770  1775
European goods 58 50 25 16
Rum, sugar, molasses 44 31 29 25
grain, meat, fish 19 26 12 23
People 10 8 17 18

Source: Naval officer Shipping Lists
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and 1775, ten vessels arrived from Africa, none of them owned by Marylanders. 
From 1742 to 1759 the customs records showed one snow had arrived from Africa. 
Samuel galloway imported slaves but apparently not from Africa. There may have 
been others not recorded in the customs records.

Rising Ship Owners
Most ship owners owned one or two vessels at a time; only a few had larger fleets. 
All were entrepreneurs, continually looking for new business, and vessels changed 
owners and masters frequently. Though at first they had limited capital to finance 
vessel construction, operating expenses, and cargo transactions and lacked a sup-
portive business infrastructure, that gradually improved as partnerships and joint 
stock companies to spread risk became more common. Moreover, Maryland-based 
ship owners may not have had the long commercial history of British, New England, 
and New York merchants, but they did have the nautical traditions of Chesapeake 
Bay—fishing, local transport, and boat building—to draw upon. These industries 
produced a maritime capability and a pool of sailors to recruit for ocean going voy-
ages. As Maryland ship owners grew in number, they developed networks of agents 
and correspondents. Results were impressive. From 1750 to 1775 the share of Mary-
land traffic shipped in Maryland-owned vessels had risen to 40 percent, four times 
what it was at the end of the previous century, and it included more of Maryland’s 
grain exports.11 As the Maryland shipping industry matured, it began accumulating 
capital for its own expansion. 

in the twenty-five years before the Revolution, Maryland’s pattern of vessel 
ownership and registration differed among the three main trades. in the transatlantic 
trade, only a quarter of the voyages were made by Maryland-owned vessels because 
London merchants still controlled that commerce. Trade between Maryland and the 
rest of the North American colonies was dominated by New England, New York, 
and Philadelphia, whose ship owners had more experience in those routes. Mary-
land controlled only one-third of those voyages, and London merchants were less 
interested in inter-colonial trade. But Maryland’s growing shipping industry soon 
controlled more than half the voyages to the Caribbean, with the remainder largely 
operated by men in other colonies.12 

Most Maryland ship owners had fewer vessels than the larger merchants in 
London. Yet two prominent Annapolis businessmen, Samuel galloway and Patrick 

Table 6: Types of Passengers
   1760  1765  1770  1775
Passengers  Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Servants  8 56 570 1,330
Convicts  192 368 478 503
Blacks  375 21 14 0
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Creagh, owned ten ocean-going vessels each during the 1740s and 1750s, according 
to a registration book recently acquired by the Maryland State Archives and the 
governor and Council Commission Record.13 The Naval officer Shipping Lists show 
twenty-two vessels owned by galloway and fourteen by Creagh through the 1760s.

Patrick Creagh, a businessman who became a well-established Annapolis merchant 
with diverse interests, owned stores, constructed public buildings, and built small craft 
for local travel and larger vessels for ocean trade. The last was unusual—few merchants 
understood shipbuilding and few shipbuilders had enough capital to engage in ocean 
commerce—but in 1735 Creagh, who had learned the trade from his father and grand-
father on the Eastern Shore, bought city land in Annapolis and established a shipyard. 
over his career, Creagh’s fourteen vessels included two large square-rigged ships of one 
hundred and two hundred tons to carry tobacco to Britain, and three smaller vessels 
in the fifty- to one-hundred-ton range rigged as brigs or snows. The rest were small 
schooners and sloops used in the coastal and Caribbean trades.14 Creagh’s activities 
included growing crops, transporting them to market, and retailing. 

Samuel galloway, a member of Maryland’s Quaker community, lived on his 
plantation at West River south of Annapolis. Like Patrick Creagh he had broad com-
mercial investments. his plantation produced tobacco for the British market, and 
he engaged in trade with the West indies, exporting wood and grain and importing 
sugar. galloway also imported wine from Madeira and carried Eastern Shore grain 
to Philadelphia. he had an interest in Stephen Stewart’s local shipyard, although he 
was not a shipwright as Creagh was. Between 1749 and 1764 he owned seven ships, 
five brigs, two snows, six schooners and two sloops, not all at the same time. They 
sailed mostly to London, the Caribbean, and other American colonies, and to Ma-
deira.15 As a prominent Annapolis figure he raced horses with fine pedigrees in the 
1750s and 1760s. galloway also imported and sold indentured servants and slaves 
from the brig Grove, the snow Alexander, and his ship Jenny. 

Transatlantic Trade
Shipping tobacco from Maryland to England was the essential link for Maryland’s 
agricultural economy up until the end of the colonial period. Nevertheless, from 
1760 to 1775 the number of hogsheads of tobacco exported declined from 11,000 to 
2,000 per year. At the same time the flow of wheat and corn increased from 75,000 
to 425,000 bushels per year. Lumber and wood products more than doubled from 
350,000 to 800,000 units. iron shipments also increased.17 At the same time, building 
ships for sale abroad was a growing business. For example, The Rumney and Long, 
built in Annapolis in 1747, was quickly sold abroad, probably in Britain.

The principal foreign destination for Maryland ships was London. English west 
coast ports of Bristol and Liverpool also participated, and the irish ports of Lon-
donderry, Cork, and Dublin were on the rise. The isle of May was a source of salt for 
New England and Chesapeake fishermen.18 Lisbon and Madeira supplied wine and 
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port for those Marylanders who preferred and could afford something more refined 
than rum. on the return voyage from Britain, either directly or via New England, 
New York, or Philadelphia, Maryland-bound ships carried necessities for settlers, 
who had access to few manufactured goods until late in the colonial period, when 
the British North American colonies built their own manufactories.

it is possible to reconstruct the costs of a voyage made by a ship sailing between 
Maryland and Britain in the 1750s using the data from the Naval officer Shipping 
Lists and methods developed by Ralph Davis, who used colonial records in the 
British Public Records office.19 These show the costs for a 122-ton ship on a 353-day 
transatlantic round-trip voyage.

Crew expenses were significantly higher than other categories. This put pres-
sure on ship owners to simplify vessel rigs and reduce the number of men carried 
on board. Ralph Davis estimates the manning for such a 122-ton British ship in the 
mid-eighteenth century would have been:

Table 8: Manning of a Typical Ship

Rating   Manning Wages, Shillings/Month
Master  1   120
First mate  1 80
Second mate  1 60
Carpenter  1 60
Boatswain  1 40
Cook  1 30
Able seamen  6 25
Boy  1 10     
 

Men in the crew were signed on for one round trip. in some cases they acted 
as stevedores, handling cargo when in port. The master was employed by the vessel 
owner until he quit or was replaced, which was frequently. on many vessels master 
and owner were one in the same. 

The second highest expense was for repairs and maintenance. Wooden ships 

Table 7: Costs Per Voyage (in pounds sterling)

Crew wages:  266
Repairs and supplies 122
Victuals  99
interest and profit  70
Port costs  52
Vessel amortization  46
insurance  28
Total Cost 683
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with canvas sails and hemp cordage all deteriorated with time and weather. At the 
end of each voyage, repairs and replacement were needed. After ten or fifteen years, 
the average lifespan of a vessel, the hull would have been partially rebuilt and her 
rigging and sails would have been replaced several times.

These costs can be viewed from the standpoint of efficiency and productivity. 
By comparing the annual cost per ton of cargo capacity in 1750 with the comparable 
figure sixty years earlier, one can see an improvement in efficiency, through the 
reduction in cost, of 0.5 percent per year. over a sixty-year period this amounts to 
40 percent.20 That is small compared to the massive improvements in shipping over 
the next two centuries, which resulted from changes from wind to steam propulsion, 
from wooden to steel ships, and eventually to super-sized ships and containerization. 
The more modest improvements during the colonial period resulted from gradual 
reductions in crew size and longer-lived vessels, not from any increases in vessel 
speed or size.

Caribbean Trade
Between 1760 and 1775, trade between Maryland and the West indies nearly tripled, 
from twenty-one to fifty-six voyages a year. At the end of the previous century there 
were only six voyages per year. Vessels averaged fifty-four tons, but they ranged in 
size from twenty all the way to two hundred tons for a ship that also sailed across 
the Atlantic to Britain. The principal island destinations were Barbados and Antigua 
but ships also made for Jamaica, St. Christopher, grenada, hispaniola, St. Eustace, 
and St. Croix. outbound cargoes to the Caribbean from Maryland consisted largely 
of grain, fish, meat, wood building materials, and wood barrel staves and headings 
for the sugar plantations. on the return, sugar, molasses, and rum were the primary 
commodities imported to North America.21 

Coastal Trade
Coastal commerce between Maryland and the other North American colonies 
evolved into a competitive enterprise as Maryland owners challenged New England 
domination. Annapolis was the principal Maryland port, with Baltimore on the rise. 
The other coastal ports were Boston, Salem, Newport, New York, and Philadelphia. 
Charleston, South Carolina, was a growing port but did not have significant trade 
with Maryland. The cargos exchanged were predominately agricultural products. 
Maryland exported wheat, flour, bread, corn, wood staves and headers, and imported 
food products such as cheese, meat, fruit, and vegetables, together with household 
goods and manufactured products. Some of these were transshipped from Britain, 
and rum, molasses, and sugar were transshipped from the Caribbean. The coastal 
routes were often part of triangular voyages that included stops in Britain and the 
Caribbean. Most vessels were between thirty and forty tons, but a few large ships 
that had begun their voyages in Britain stopped in New England before continuing 
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on a coastal voyage that included a stop in Maryland.22 often, after finishing their 
fishing season in November, New England’s large fleet would load local foodstuffs 
and goods from Britain and the Caribbean and cruise southward, selling off their 
cargo at ports along the way and continuing to the West indies. 

Vessels in Maryland’s Shipping 
in determining a particular vessel’s suitability for the wind patterns and cargo re-
quirements on intended trade routes, rig and size were important. Size and rig also 
determined the number of crewmen, a substantial cost of vessel ownership. Thus, 
economic factors, both financial and operational, determined the rig and size of 
vessels employed. These were of five types. 

• Ships — large, three masts, square-rig 
• Brig types — mid-sized, brigs, brigantines, and snows, two masts, square-rig 
• Schooners — small, two masts, fore-and-aft-rig 
• Sloops — small, one mast, fore-and-aft-rig
• Shallops — quite small for local traffic
First, some definitions. Vessel size has traditionally been stated in tons. originally, 

“tons” referred to the barrels, or “tuns,” of wine that could be carried in a vessel. That 
was difficult to determine, so a substitute, tons burden, a measurement ton, was used. 
Length of keel, breadth, and depth of hold were measured at construction. Using a 
formula and these three dimensions, tons were calculated and documented in the 
vessels’ registration papers. Because tonnage was used to determine charter rates and 
port dues, there was pressure to adjust a vessel’s registered tons after the fact, and 
this was frequently done. Consequently, tonnage of vessels, the usual measurement 
of vessel size, was flexible, and it is important to recognize its uncertainty. 

Second, vessel types, such as ship, brig, schooner, sloop, and shallop, are descrip-
tors of various sailing vessels. Each has characteristics suited to the wind conditions 
it would encounter, the distance it had to cover, and the cargoes it would carry. 
Square-rigged vessels dominated the transatlantic trade with Britain because their 
sails, square to the vessel, could be trimmed to take advantage of westerly winds when 
sailing to Britain on northerly routes, and of easterly trade winds to the south on 
the way back to the colonies. Square-rigs are efficient for vessels sailing with winds 
at their back and they can be built large to carry more cargos.

Fore-and-aft-rigged vessels, on the other hand, can sail well in cross- and vari-
able winds found on the Atlantic coastal and Caribbean trades. Fore-and-aft-sails 
are in line with the vessel’s centerline. on schooners and sloops, the mainsails and 
foresails are large and heavy to handle thus limiting the size of those vessels. Square- 
and fore-and-aft-rigged vessels were hybrids and carried both types of sails. Table 
9 provides the number of voyages and the average size of each type of vessel for the 
various trade routes using NoSL records. 
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Manning
The number of men needed to sail a vessel depended on its size and rig. No regula-
tions governed crew size as they do today; owner and master used their judgment 
on the minimum number and ratings to be signed on to minimize wages and the 
cost of food. Many merchant vessels at first carried guns to defend against hostile 
craft, but by the middle of the 1700s few did so as the Royal Navy and convoys of-
fered protection. Square-rigged ships and brigs required the greatest number of men 
because of their larger size and number of sails. Fore-and-aft-rigged schooners and 
sloops were smaller and had simpler sail plans to reduce crew requirements.23

Place of Build
in the early years of the colony, vessels engaged in Maryland’s trade were built in Eng-
land, but that pattern slowly gave way to shipbuilding in New England and eventually 
in Virginia and Maryland by the middle of the eighteenth century.24 in the 1690s 
two-thirds of the fleet were built in Europe, almost all in England. 25 By 1760–1775, 
only 10 percent were built in Britain, 40 percent in New England and other colonies, 
and 35 percent in Maryland.26 The balance were constructed elsewhere. For example, 
vessels taken from the French were common during periods of hostility. 

Shipbuilding in Maryland started slowly with the construction of small craft 
for local transportation on Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. Eventually abundant 
timber, immigrant shipwrights, and experience with building small craft gradually 
led to building ocean-going vessels for Maryland and British owners. By the 1750s, 
Maryland shipyards were producing nearly thirty ocean-going vessels a year. Ninety 
percent of these locally built vessels were for Maryland merchants and mariners, 
increasing Maryland’s control of its shipping.27

Table 9: Voyages Made between 1742 and 1775
         Britain, Europe     Caribbean    North America    Total         Tons/Vessel

Ship 276 5 15 306 152
Brig types 165 72 108 920 85
Schooner 13 68 179 776 35
Sloop 11 111 221 761 32
Total Voyages  465 256 523 2,763 

Source: Naval Officer Shipping Lists

Table 10: Crew Sizes
Type of Vessel  Average Crew Range of Sizes
Ship 15 4–35
Brig types 8 5–18
Schooner 5 3–12
Sloop 5 3–10
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Records in the Maryland State Archives list 343 vessels built and registered in 
Maryland between 1730 and 1757. of these, 79 were built in Anne Arundel County, 
seventy-two in Somerset County, 38 in Cecil County, 23 in Dorchester County, 20 
in Worchester County, 17 in Talbot County, 14 in Kent County, and 94 in nine other 
counties or unspecified. The author believes there is considerable uncertainty in 
these building numbers, but they clearly show the wide dispersion of shipbuilding 
in colonial Maryland. Baltimore was still to attain the shipbuilding prominence it 
held during the American Revolution and later.28 

Vessels in the coastal trades and with the Caribbean sugar islands were primarily 
fore-and-aft-rigged schooners and sloops and square-rigged brigs, brigantines, and 
snows. These were overwhelmingly built in the colonies and were smaller than the 
large transatlantic ships sailing to Britain. 

Ships
one ship in the transatlantic trade was the Betsey, John hendrick master, 140 tons, 

built and registered in Maryland in 1773, and owned by John Buchanan. on June 14, 
1775 she sailed to London with 347 hogsheads of tobacco, 25 tons of iron, and 10,000 
wooden staves and headings for making barrels and casks—a typical cargo bound for 
Britain. on the return she carried 141 indentured servants. After her arrival, record-
keeping ended, so it is not known where she went on her next voyage.29

Ships were the most common vessel type on the transatlantic run. Their hulls 
were not built to standard designs but they had similar rigs: three square sails on the 
main and foremasts (the course, topsail and topgallant). on the aftermost mizzen 
mast, there would typically be a square topsail and a topgallant sail plus a fore-and-aft 
sail, a spanker attached to the mast by hoops and held by a gaff above and a boom 
below. in addition to these square (actually rectangular) sails, there were triangular 
jibs and staysails attached to stays between and before each mast. All of these fore-
and-aft sails gave more power and assisted in maneuvering.

Ships were built with square sterns in the British fashion. The main deck was 
flush, that is, without the raised forecastles and poops of the previous century. 

Seventy-five years earlier, large three-mast types included hagboats, flyboats, and 
pinks in addition to ships. Round-stern flyboats and pinks were earlier types based 
on Dutch construction traditions. During the eighteenth century, the Dutch lost their 
leading maritime position as British ships came to dominate on the transatlantic 
trades while American schooners and sloops were more popular on the American 
coastal and Caribbean routes, where colonial merchants specified the type and size 
of vessels they wanted built. 

Average vessel size did not grow during the eighteenth century, even though 
larger size, within limits, leads to economies of scale in construction and operation 
and thus is the natural direction for vessel design to evolve.30 But the limits of harbor 
depth and availability of tobacco for shipment controlled any growth in size. Although 
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the term “ship” referred to the specific type of vessel that has been described, it has 
become the common term today for all large vessels even of other types.

Brigs
on April 5, 1753, the Maryland Gazette reported that the brig Endeavour, Richard 

Boon, master, had arrived from the Caribbean.31 She was one of Samuel galloway’s 
vessels. At sixty tons with a crew of eight men she was typical of vessels built the 

Eighteenth-century ship. This 
and following renderings by 
Barbara Leonard Gibson. 

An eighteenth-century brig.  
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year before in Maryland, most likely in one of the shipyards in the Annapolis area. 
She would have carried lumber and food to the sugar islands and brought back rum, 
sugar, and molasses.

The brig was the most ubiquitous of the vessel types in Maryland’s trades. of 
intermediate size, averaging eighty-five tons but otherwise similar to a ship, it had 
two masts with square sails, but also carried the usual triangular jibs and staysails 
and a gaff-rigged spanker aft. Brigantines and snows, variations of brigs, also had 
two masts and both square and fore-and-aft sails. Forty percent of all brigs coming 
to Maryland were built in Maryland, 25 percent were built in New England, and only 
14 percent were built in Britain.32

Like ships, brigs had flush decks no raised forecastle and after-castle. Also like 
ships, they typically carried three, but sometimes two, square sails on their masts. 
Brigantines were similar and often their name was shortened to brig so we can lump 
them together, although brigantines were often smaller and had fewer sails than brigs. 
Snows also had two masts. Their innovation was an extra, smaller mast immediately 
aft of the mainmast, which allowed easier setting of the spanker. The snow design 
originated in Sweden but soon was picked up in Britain.

Sloops
on April 16, 1762, the forty-ton sloop Anne, Theopholis Tophan, master, sailed 

into Annapolis from Boston. Quite old at fifteen years, she was one of many New 
England vessels in Maryland’s coastal trade. owned by a New Englander, Christopher 
Prince, she was built and registered in Boston. The Anne carried 4,328 gallons of rum, 
her only cargo, to Maryland on that voyage.33 Frequently vessels from New England 
carried specialty foods such as cheese, raisins, nuts, and transshipped European 
goods. Anne left a month later, carrying flour and iron bar back to Boston.

The term “sloop” has a long history. There are records of sloops in the Nether-
lands, France, and England in the 1600s.34 in the eighteenth century the usual square 
mainsail was abandoned for the fore-and-aft mainsail attached by hoops or lacing to 
a mast and extended by a boom and a gaff. inexpensive to build and operate, these 
small vessels, averaged only thirty-two tons and were limited in carrying capacity, but 
they could enter many harbors too small or shallow to admit larger vessels. Sloops 
were the favored type of small trading vessel in colonial shipping, and carpenters 
with limited experience and capital could build them. By 1750 schooners had joined 
sloops as small vessels of choice for coastal and Caribbean voyages. 

Sloops often had a loose-footed mainsail. The headsails included a staysail and 
a jib, and in light weather some carried a flying jib. A light square topsail would be 
flown from her topmast. Some sloops were open to the weather, but increasingly 
they were decked over so they could make longer voyages. 

Trade with Bermuda and Jamaica brought sloop designs from those islands to 
the Chesapeake. Maryland and Virginia shipbuilders sometimes copied their raked 
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masts and fast hulls. These vessels required large crews, which led Chesapeake build-
ers to turn to two-mast schooner rigs that reduced the size of sails and the manpower 
needed to handle them.

A list of equipment on board a fifty-five-ton sloop in 1762 gives a sense of the 
sparseness of these vessels:

  Two anchors and two cables 
 Two buoys with their ropes
 A binnacle and two compasses
 Two half hour glasses
 Two pumps, three spears, six pump boxes and two pump hooks
 Two iron pots and a saddle
 Four iron bound water casks of sixty gallons each
 Two wooden bound water casks of one hundred gallons each
 Two axes, two hammers, a chisel and a drawing knife
 Two gimlets, two calking irons and one handsaw
 A hand-line and lead
 An ensign and a parcel of old iron

This appears to be a limited supply of equipment, but it included the essentials 
for coastal voyages. The crew also would have carried on board food supplies, spare 
lines, and canvas.

Eighteenth-Century sloop. 
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Schooners
Typical of the merchant schooner type was the Tryall, fifty tons with a crew of 

four, on a voyage from Maryland to Antigua and Barbados in 1765.35 having just been 
built, she was on her first voyage, commanded by owner and master isaac Vanbeb-

An eighteenth-century 
schooner. 

Shallop.
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ber. She carried corn, flour, bread, fish, shingles, barrel staves, and headings to the 
islands. on the return she brought rum to thirsty Marylanders.

By the mid-eighteenth century, schooners were widely used on the Chesapeake 
Bay and coming into use for coastal and Caribbean voyages. The term “schooner” 
first appeared in the 1600s in holland and Britain and referred to a two-masted vessel 
with the mainmast equal to or taller than the foremast. Each mast carried a sail at-
tached to the mast and a gaff on the upper edge and a boom on the lower. Normally 
there would be two or more triangular headsails and possibly a square topsail on 
one or both masts. This was a handy rig. Compared to a sloop of the same size, the 
individual sails were smaller, making the schooner easier to handle and potentially 
requiring fewer men in the crew. in Maryland’s shipping, schooners averaged thirty-
five tons, similar to sloops.36 

A typical merchant schooner of the period before the Revolutionary War was 
the Sultana.37 Built in Boston and sold to the British Navy to patrol the coast includ-
ing the Chesapeake Bay for vessels avoiding duties and taxes, she was fifty tons and 
designed to carry cargo. A replica was built in Chestertown, Maryland, in 2001 and 
frequently makes educational trips on Chesapeake Bay. 

The well-known Baltimore clipper schooners were of a different tradition—their 
pedigree was found in fast Bermuda and Jamaica craft. While best known for their 
speed rather than ability to carry cargo, during and after the Revolutionary War they 
served as smugglers and privateers. 

Shallops
Shallops were common from the start on the Chesapeake. Early merchant ships 

from Britain often carried a shallop in pieces to be assembled after arrival. Round-
bottomed, with one or two masts carrying square sails, they evolved into larger sizes 
and sometimes traveled coastwise.38 For example, in the 1750s four shallops, of ten 
to fifteen tons and built in Maryland and Virginia, traveled between Maryland and 
York, Virginia, as well as to Philadelphia and Barbados.39

Chesapeake Bay shallops evolved from a variety of European types: Basque cha-
lupa, French chaloupe, Spanish chalupa, Dutch sloep, and English shallop. Evolving to 
meet the needs of local transportation, they could be rowed or sailed, and some were 
decked over to protect cargo. Shallops ranged from thirty to fifty feet in length.

Even though there was no systematic record of the thousands of small craft that 
plied the Chesapeake, it seems clear that they played a critical role in the colonial 
economy. With a meager road system Maryland needed small vessels to transport 
people, crops, small cargos, and even commodities destined for export on the 
larger vessels that came to the bay. Not only did small craft support the economy as 
a whole—including the important element of fishing—they provided training for 
sailors and shipbuilders that eventually led to an indigenous maritime industry in 
Maryland.
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of the other small craft on the bay, pinnaces were generally long, narrow, pull-
ing boats with one to three masts. in some cases they were lengthened shallops. A 
colonial skiff was often a dinghy type that served as a tender to a larger vessel. Canoes 
were derived from the indian log dugout but grew over time into the multi-log craft 
built by settlers. They were invariably narrow and often used for fishing. Punts and 
flats were flat-bottomed boats used as ferries or lighters to carry cargo to or from 
larger anchored vessels.

Economic Impacts on Vessel Characteristics 
The eighteenth-century maritime world was steeped in tradition. Change came slowly 
with precious little innovation in the years before the Revolution. Yet vessel types did 
evolve, and owners and builders did respond to opportunities in trade and design. 
Comparing the vessels constructed just prior the Revolution with those of the 1690s 
shows the slow evolution of design, particularly in rigs and sails. 

Four principal factors, introduced earlier, determined the evolution, albeit 
slow, of Maryland vessels: capital and ownership, crew expense, wind patterns, and 
cargo. 

Capital and Ownership 
in the transatlantic trade that carried Maryland’s tobacco, grain, and wood 

exports to Britain, London merchants had controlled the commerce and shipping 
from the inception of Lord Baltimore’s colony. They had the financial resources and 
shipbuilding experience needed to construct vessels capable of crossing the Atlantic. 
By the middle of the eighteenth century, New England and Maryland entrepreneurs 
and builders had accumulated sufficient capital and experience to embark upon ship 
building. But British merchants still controlled the North Atlantic trade, and it was 
they who dictated the characteristics of the vessels that would carry it on, even though 
they increasingly had their ships built in the colonies where timber was plentiful. 
Not surprisingly, they clung to large ships with familiar rigs.

The situation was different in the growing inter-colonial Caribbean and coastal 
trades, in which British merchants were less interested because they were smaller 
in volume and value and did not include ports of call in Britain. New England ship 
owners early on began using their ocean-capable fishing boats to trade with other 
colonies between fishing seasons. Without major agricultural products to export, they 
became the general cargo carriers on the North American coast, with a preference for 
small and medium-sized vessels. in the eighteenth century Maryland and Virginia 
joined New England in building sloops and schooners capable of taking food and 
lumber to Caribbean plantations, and by mid-century Maryland merchants could 
order from Maryland shipyards vessels suitable for the inter-colonial trades.
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Crew Costs
Since the wages of officers and crew constituted the largest expense in owning 

vessels, there was a constant incentive to reduce manning levels on all vessels in all 
trades.40 That was done primarily by simplifying rigs and sails. Between the 1690s and 
1750s, wages hardly changed, but the number of crewmen on an average 125-ton ship 
on the transatlantic trade declined from 15.6 to 12.8, thereby reducing expenses. 

owners also could select rigs to reduce manning requirements. Sloops, the ubiq-
uitous small vessel in Maryland’s trades, carried large mainsails. on bigger sloops, 
larger mainsails required more men, leading to the use of a two-mast schooner rig 
to reduce the size of sails and in many cases reduce the number of seamen needed. 
Many vessels changed their rigs, and new vessels were designed with the rig the 
owners thought would be most efficient to reduce crew costs. 

Another economic improvement was extending a vessel’s useful life with sturdier 
construction and better navigation. Average vessel life increased from 11 to 16.8 years, 
which reduced the amortization of capital costs.41

Wind Patterns
The primary trade route between Maryland and Britain had following winds on 

both legs of the voyage, outbound and inbound. Following winds favored square-
rigged ships, and winter gales on the North Atlantic dictated that they be larger, to 
better handle strong winds and rough seas. Square-rigged ships and brigs accounted 
for 96 percent of Atlantic crossings while less suitable, smaller fore-and-aft-rigged 
sloops and schooners were the remaining 4 percent.42

The coastal and Caribbean routes were subject to variable and cross winds. 
This did not preclude square-rigged ships and brigs but prevailing wind conditions 
favored fore-and-aft-rigged sloops and schooners that could sail across and against 
the wind more easily. on these trades 72 percent and 64 percent of the vessels were 
fore-and-aft rigged.43

Cargo 
British and European markets for tobacco, and later grain and lumber, were 

large, so larger vessels were necessary from the start. The size of tobacco ships did 
not change over the colonial period, averaging about 125 tons with the largest ships 
up to 300 tons.44

Cargo volumes on the North American coastal and Caribbean trades were 
smaller in the absence of London merchants consolidating shipments. The trade 
therefore called for sloops and schooners that could easily be built in the many small 
shipyards in New England and Maryland. 

Although great Britain continued to be Maryland’s principal trading partner up 
until war broke out in 1775, Maryland had by then diversified its trade and increased 
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local manufactures. No longer were the ships that sailed to and from Maryland 
dedicated to Chesapeake trade—they tramped the Atlantic, plied the Caribbean, and 
sailed up and down the North American coast. War temporarily halted Maryland’s 
economic growth and curtailed the commercial opportunities for men like Patrick 
Creagh and Samuel galloway. But Maryland’s maritime tradition of shipbuilding and 
sending men to sea would prove invaluable to the new nation during the hostilities 
and in the economic expansion that followed once peace was declared.
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The Rhetoric and Reality of English 
Law in Colonial Maryland, 
Part I—1632–1689
JEFFREY K. SAWYER

The rule of English law in the English-speaking colonial world is at once 
obvious and puzzling. Along with language, the law anchored the English-
ness of life in colonial America. At the same time, warring states and rival 

investors used law and diplomacy as weapons in their arsenals of global competition, 
and so the law of nations provided an unstable and frequently contested framework 
for exploration and settlement. The governance of struggling Atlantic settlements 
(especially before 1660) rose, fell, and was reconstructed with the various fortunes 
of each. In these early settlements there was much law-making, but law was perhaps 
negotiated as often as it was applied; local officials frequently adjusted English rules 
to local circumstances. The more historians investigate this world, the harder it is 
to be sure, exactly, how colonial law worked.1

Early Marylanders nevertheless frequently proclaimed great allegiance to English 
law. A right to it was explicitly written into the colony’s 1632 charter and reasserted 
and affirmed during the first recorded political assemblies. The history of English 
law in Maryland produced such powerful elements in local political culture, that 
even as the British colonial regime collapsed (1774–1776), the right of the inhabitants 
to English common law and selected British statutes was enshrined and preserved 
in the state’s first constitution. This legal continuity, I have argued elsewhere, was 
an important feature of the American Revolution because it mediated between the 
potential instability of direct democracy and the inherent conservatism of English-
style rule of law.2

This article examines why a perennial contest over the precise authority of Eng-
lish law was so central to the rule of law in early Maryland. Two new perspectives 
will help further this inquiry, which has long interested colonial historians generally 
and historians of Maryland in particular. The first is a heightened appreciation of 
the fact that early American legal history unfolded in distinct phases. The second 
is a recognition that the contest over English law in the colonies developed along 
different but overlapping dimensions, a political or rhetorical dimension and an 
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operational dimension. This latter world of law was the reality of lawsuits, debt col-
lection, inheritance, criminal prosecutions, judgments, and so on.3

The initial phase of Maryland law occurred during the establishment of a 
functioning government (1635–1666) in a sparsely populated colony in which few 
persons had expert legal knowledge. With the consolidation of a stable legal and 
political system framed by local legislation (1666–1676), precisely defining the 
reach of the law of the “Mother Country” posed a new kind of challenge. Then 
came the volatile run-up to the Glorious Revolution and its aftermath in North 
America (1676–1715), a time when traditional authority was questioned to its very 
foundations throughout the English-speaking world. A pledge of fidelity to English 
law in this environment was a pledge of allegiance. With the reestablishment of 
a stable monarchy in England and the proprietorship in Maryland came increas-
ing pressure from London for a real implementation of English standards for the 
rule of law, in other words, for the regularization and anglicization of colonial 
law. At the same time, the lower house, the elected branch of the local legislature, 
increasingly reasserted its independence after 1715. So, too, did an increasingly 
learned and expert legal profession armed with expanding libraries of English 
law books—a world in which men such as William Bladen, Thomas Bordley, and 
Daniel Dulany flourished.4 

John Speed, A Map of Virginia and Maryland, 1676. (Maryland Historical Society.)
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Perhaps no single historical artifact 
from the pre-revolutionary period better 
illustrates how the debate over the exten-
sion of English law joined rhetoric and 
reality than the inflammatory pamphlet 
by Daniel Dulany Sr. “The RIGHT of 
the Inhabitants of MARYLAND to the Benefit of the ENGLISH Laws.” Dulany used 
a combination of political theory, real legal argument, and Whig political rhetoric 
to exhort Marylanders to be mindful of the history of tyranny, and particularly the 
great confrontation between Parliament and the crown in the previous century. 
Marylanders, he cautioned, should accept no less than the entirety of English law 
as their guarantee against arbitrary government.5 

Dulany did not invent this strategy and in fact had already discovered earlier 
versions of many of his arguments in the proceedings of the Maryland legislature. 
The freemen of Maryland had long mixed together legal-sounding political discourse 
(assertions about the “rights of Englishmen” for example) and technical legal language 
(precise rules applied by judges and other officials to resolve claims in court or other 
venues). Some of the fiercest advocacy for “English law” in early Maryland was less 
about any grand legal heritage, generally speaking, than about checking local execu-
tive authority emanating from the proprietary government. Colonists wanted the 
guarantees of liberty embedded in the laws of England, but they jettisoned a great 
deal of English law in order to create a legal system in Maryland that was simpler, 
cheaper, and better suited to local circumstances. What the freemen of Maryland 
really wanted was to make their own law, with all the authority of the law of England 
behind it, but with as little actual interference from outsiders as possible.6

The Founding of Maryland Amidst the Plurality of English Laws
The legal entity Maryland was born of a complex union of languages and constructs. 
King Charles I authorized the settlement project in 1632 with sealed letters patent 
(a written, signed sovereign command) in the form of a charter. This act created a 
body politic within a carefully defined territory north of Virginia to be governed 
as a foreign dominion of the crown by Lord Baltimore and his heirs under very 
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explicit terms. More than twenty headings or sections in the charter detailed for 
the King, the inhabitants, and the colony’s governors various privileges, obligations, 
immunities, franchises, and jurisdictions using state-of-the-art legal terminology. 
These legal formulas had been under development for more than a generation and 
were used to give the European and English colonial enterprises the color of law. In 
English charters, they projected English sovereignty across the Atlantic (in opposi-
tion to that of Spain or the Dutch Republic) with a blend of terminology borrowed 
from Roman imperial law and England’s more familiar language describing feudal 
ties between the king and his subjects.7

An unintended consequence of this Renaissance-style legal creativity was the 
transplantation to the colonies of a system of law with multiple historical layers 
and tangled jurisdictions. To muddy the legal waters further, English law had been 
pluralistic to begin with. Sir Edward Coke, in the influential treatise written after 
he had served as both attorney general and chief justice of England, provided a list 
of more than a dozen distinct sources for the laws of England: crown law, laws and 
customs of Parliament, the law of nature, the common law of England, statutes, rea-
sonable customs, laws of war, ecclesiastical (canon) law, civil law [as practiced in the 
ecclesiastical courts, courts martial, and admiralty], forest law, laws of marque and 
reprisal, merchant law, and laws peculiar to several particular jurisdictions. Despite 
zones of lawlessness and times of troubles in early Maryland, law was everywhere. 
The real question was what law really ruled? Crown law? The Charter? Common 
law? English statutes? Local statutes? English cases? Local practice and precedents? 
Or were all applicable to some degree?8

An assembly of the freemen of Maryland convened on the morning of January 
25, 1637/8 to establish laws for the colony under the parameters of the charter. On 
behalf of Cecilius Calvert, the “lord proprietor,” Leonard Calvert, his brother, acted 
as governor under the special title of “lieutenant general” and also served as “presi-
dent” of the assembly. Leonard had in his possession a written commission from 
his brother detailing his authority and powers as the colony’s first officer, and drafts 
of over two dozen laws that he evidently intended be reviewed and agreed to by the 
assembly. But after a tally of “voices,” fourteen affirmative and thirty-seven negative, 
a solid majority rejected those laws. The proprietor’s proposals would have created 
an elaborate English-style hierarchy of jurisdictions and offices; he had asked for 
too much law, too soon, too autocratically.9

When it became clear that the Calverts’ legislative program would not gain the 
assent of the freemen, some very tense moments followed. The question was asked, 
“what Lawes the Province should be governed by?” Then “it was said by some that 
they might doe well to agree upon some lawes till we could heare from England 
againe.” When Leonard Calvert denied that the assembly had any such power, Cap-
tain Cornwallis “propounded the lawes of England.”10

Clearly there was a variety of opinion in the winter of 1638/39 as to what it was 
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going to mean, exactly, to live under the rule of English law in Maryland. A major-
ity emphatically rejected the idea that they would simply assent to laws offered by 
the proprietary government, laws fleshing out the legal system authorized by the 
charter. When someone suggested the Assembly draft their own laws, Leonard 
Calvert claimed, at first, they had no power to originate legislation locally. Corn-
wallis’s proposed solution, to simply follow English law, was both unworkable in 
practice and an implicit repudiation of the legal framework painstakingly defined 
in Maryland’s charter.

Leonard Calvert wisely adjourned the proceedings. Eventually, he agreed to 
the election of committees to draft some new laws. A political crisis interrupted 
the work, but when the assembly reconvened in March, the debate continued and 
again ended with an impasse. Calvert orchestrated the passage of a single general 
law authorizing the continuation of Maryland government. This abbreviated, foun-
dational statute included one much discussed general provision—that the inhabit-
ants of Maryland would “have all their rights and liberties according to the great 
Charter of England”—and another that required judges in Maryland to “cause right 
and Justice to be done in all causes civill (wherein right or damage is demanded) 
according to the laws or laudable usages of this province or otherwise according to 
the laws or laudable usages of England in the same or the like cases as neer as he or 
they shall be able to Judge.”11

The men struggling to reach this legislative compromise were not professionally 

Leonard Calvert underscored the legal framework of Maryland’s charter with a ceremony of posses-
sion and an exchange with the Wicomico Indians of tools and cloth for a tract of land.
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trained lawyers, though a few were reasonably well educated, so their attention to 
legal details is remarkable. When they invoked the great symbol of English liberty, 
the Magna Carta, they knew more than a little about the legal substance of their 
demand. At one point, some actual phrases of the Magna Carta were inserted into 
a proposed “Act for the liberties of the people”: no free Marylander was to be “im-
prisoned nor disseissed or dispossessed of their freehold goods or Chattels or be 
outlawed, Exiled or otherwise destroyed, fore-judged or punished than according 
to the Laws of this province.”12 

That liberty, short-hand for their legal status as fully free men, was on their minds 
is underscored by other features of this 1630’s debate. The same bill that referenced 
Magna Carta provided that all “Christians” living in Maryland, slaves excepted, would 
“have and enjoy all such rights, liberties, immunities, priviledges and free customs 
within this Province as any naturall born subject of England hath, or ought to have 
or enjoy, in the Realm of England, by force or vertue of the common law or Statute 
Law of England” except in cases where “the same are or may be altered or changed 
by the Laws and ordinances of this Province.” The explicit exclusion of slaves, and 
perhaps the implicit exclusion of non-Christian Native Americans, emphasized the 
presence of gradations of personal legal status and the sensitivity of Maryland’s free 
men to the legal parameters of that status. The freemen intended to guard very closely 
the developing body of local law that guaranteed their privileged place in society. 

Within three decades or so of this foundational assembly, the institutional frame-
work for Maryland government was essentially settled. The legislature, collectively 
called the “Assembly,” would have two branches, an elected Lower House and an 
appointed Upper House. The proprietor, if he were not present in the colony, would 
appoint a governor, and he or his governor would appoint an executive council and 
judges for the court of general jurisdiction, the county courts, the probate court, and 
so on. Operational details were specified in a rapidly developing body of statutes. 

Unlike other colonies, Maryland’s first and only charter provided an enduring 
legal framework, and details of the charter helped to deepen the complexity of the 
English law question over the course of the seventeenth century. Charles I had given, 
in perpetuity, to Cecilius Calvert, Baron of Baltimore, and his heirs “free, full, and 
absolute” governing authority over Maryland. The charter underscored the plentitude 
of this authority by referencing the authority and privileges exercised by the Bishop 
of Durham in his Palatinate, a special, semi-autonomous legal jurisdiction in north-
ern England. But proprietary authority over the province was also very explicitly 
limited by four important reservations in the charter: 1) a guarantee to the freemen 
of Maryland of the right to participate in law-making for the colony, 2) a guarantee 
to the freemen of Maryland of their rights under English law as English subjects, 3) 
a limitation on the executive authority in the colony to punish anyone as a criminal 
(beyond what was customary for minor infractions) without the authorization of 
a statute, and 4) a general requirement that Maryland law be “agreeable” and “not 
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repugnant” to the laws of England. This last provision elaborated further, that not 
only the “laws” and “statutes” but also the “rights” and “customs” of England would 
be preserved in the colony: “the said Lawes [of Maryland to] be consonant to reason, 
and be not repugnant or contrary, but, as neere as conveniently may be, agreeable 
to the Lawes, Statutes, Customes, and Rights of this our Kingdome of England.” The 
charter, in other words, created a complex balance of governing and legal authority, 
partly imperial and partly local. It preserved representative structures of govern-
ment as well as the proprietary prerogatives of judicial appointments and a right 
to “disassent” to any law, even after it was passed by the legislature and signed by a 
local governor.13

In this environment, authority to appoint judges and review their application of 
the law remained especially important to the proprietary government’s preservation 
of its power and independence. Leonard Calvert had tried to settle permanently in 
1646 a rule of decision establishing an official hierarchy of law and authority for judges 
that would preserve proprietary influence over the development of the colony’s law. 
His formula was that, where Maryland laws were silent, the colony’s highest court 
had full power to settle cases according to “the sound discretion of the said Governor 
or other Chiefe Judge and such of the Councell as shall bee present in Court [or the 
majority of them].” But controversy over this rule would erupt again in the 1660s 
and repeatedly thereafter, with the Lower House generally contesting for a statute 
that would undermine judicial discretion and require judges, where Maryland law 
was silent, to apply English law and judicial precedents.14 

Debates over the rule of decision remained central to Maryland politics because 
they invoked fundamental political sensibilities and in effect served as a surrogate 
for a constitutional debate over who had the last word on Maryland law. Appeals to 
the crown were occasionally pursued in the seventeenth century, but until the royal 
period only in rare and unusual cases. The Upper House, often consisting of men with 
judicial experience, sometimes advocated for more judicial discretion, to preserve 
judicial power and, they sometimes said, to protect Marylanders from English laws 
that were not suited to local circumstances. In 1662 a statute reflecting the views of 
the Upper House and the proprietary government on the rule of decision attempted 
to settle the matter once and for all. It did not, but its subsequent history suggests 
that it had consistent support among the colony’s leading men. “An Acte concerning 
Proceedings att Lawe” provided, in carefully negotiated terms, for a rule of decision 
whereby English law could be invoked where Maryland law was silent.15

Whereas severall differences doe arise within this Province wherein there is noe 
Rule or Lawe provided . . . whereby to determine such differences, And to leave 
[too] much to discrecion is to open a Gapp to Corrupcion, for the avoyding 
such Inconveniencys, Be it Enacted by the Lord Proprietary by and with the 
Consent of the Upper and Lower howse of this present Generall Assembly That 
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in all cases where the Lawe of this Province is silent, Justice shall be administred 
according to the lawes and Statutes of England, if pleaded and produced. And 
all Courts [are] to Judge of the Right pleadeing [or] inconsistancy of the said 
Lawes with the good of this Province according to the best of their Judgements, 
Skill and Cunning.16

The act was written so as to endure for three years or to the end of the next 
General Assembly and was subsequently revived or continued in 1664, 1666, 1669, 
1671, and 1676. However, the language referring to “judgment,” “skill,” and “cunning” 
was seen by a faction in the Lower House as a sure invitation to the very “corrup-
tion” the law was supposed to eliminate. To permit judges such “discretion” was, 
they believed, a concession to “arbitrary” government. The Lower House, or at least 
a significant faction within it, continued to try to enact statutes that would require 
Maryland judges to follow English rules. In 1663 they proposed a statute that would 
have eliminated the words “Judgements, Skill and Cunning” in the above law, and 
replaced them with this formula: “that in [any] case where the Lawe of this Province 
is Silent Justice shall be administred according to the Lawes of England.” This revi-
sion was ultimately disallowed by Lord Baltimore in 1669.17

Though it is easy to imagine the proprietor as simply defending his self interest, 
it is worth emphasizing again that the pluralistic nature of seventeenth-century law 
created a lot of possibilities for ill-informed mischief. Obscure in many details and 
subject to increasingly frequent alterations by Parliament, the laws of England as they 
operated in the high courts were not understood by most colonists in North America 
in any comprehensive way. They were gathered into memory through oral tradition, 
experience in local courts, and popular handbooks and abridgments. Thus, to invoke 
“English law” generically, absolutely, and unconditionally, without a specific context, 
verged on recklessness. The proprietor had reason to be cautious. When Maryland-
ers demanded “English law” as if they desired to tighten the links between English 
and Maryland law, they were not actually aiming for closer supervision from across 
the Atlantic or actual fidelity to English practice as a whole; they were objecting to 
the idea that the proprietor should, as a matter of executive function, have the last 
word in a matter of law. If free Marylanders were subject to such authority, were 
they really free? This troubling underlying concern spurred much of the continuing 
discussion of English law and English liberties.18

English Law and Maryland Law in Global Context
In the seventeenth century, local politics along the Atlantic coast always connected 
ultimately to a wider, conflict-ridden world. At the conclusion of the Third Dutch 
War in 1674, the Dutch ceded their possessions in North America to England, result-
ing in repercussions that destabilized the Chesapeake colonies. Meanwhile, back in 
England, the very nature of the English monarchy was put in play, with the Exclusion 
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Crisis (1679–1681), the Glorious Revolution (1688–1689), a series of major European 
dynastic wars, and the restructuring of the succession after the death of all Queen 
Anne’s children in favor of the Hanoverians.19

Historians have rightly emphasized the interplay of political conflict in London 
and the evolution of colonial administration. Recent scholarship emphasizes that the 
transformations underway in England were even more divisive, more fundamental, 
and of more lasting significance than previously believed. The Glorious Revolution 
did not resolve decades of turmoil with a broad political consensus around the pillars 
of constitutional monarchy; it led to “a grim reality of Whig-Tory ideological and 
political animosity” and continuing conflict. Charles II used his royal prerogative 
aggressively to suppress political opposition to James’s accession and, once crowned, 
James proved even more cavalier in his use of royal power without Parliamentary 
consultation. The leaders of the Exclusionist movement and of the Revolution of 
1688 in Parliament believed James II intended to build a more autocratic, militarized, 
French-style, Catholic-oriented monarchy, and there some were very good reasons 
for these suspicions.20 

In the Chesapeake the balance of Native American alliances with the English 
colonies had been destabilized by the great alliance with the Iroquois Confederacy 
worked out by Edmund Andros to cement English supremacy in New England. 
Anti-Catholic sentiment among English Protestants continued to shape the politi-
cal landscape, as well. The Catholic elite of Maryland enjoyed most of the offices of 
influence and profit in the colony, even though most inhabitants were dissenting 
Protestants. The proprietors of Maryland had consistently promoted a policy of 
religious tolerance, but in the run-up to the Glorious Revolution, this earned them 
little credit, just as the antagonism toward the Catholic James was unmitigated by 
his policy of religious pluralism for England.21 

The fear that gripped the mid-Atlantic colonies is evident in the proceedings of 
the Maryland governor’s council, which from 1676 through 1679 were dominated by 
preparations for war and negotiations with local tribal leaders, and by a clumsy piece 
of propaganda from the period published most likely in London, Complaint from 
Heaven with a Huy and crye and a petition out of Virginia and Maryland. The Com-
plaint describes Maryland as a zone of lawlessness. Lord Baltimore and his “Cabinet of 
Popish [friends]” allegedly ruined men’s estates, were disloyal to the crown, and even 
committed murder. With fear came a series of mini-insurrections. In August 1676 a 
band of armed men defied Maryland’s government. Thomas Notley restored order by 
hunting down a couple of the leaders, putting them on trial, and hanging two of them. 
Notley congratulated himself in a letter to the absent proprietor in frightening terms. 
“God be thanked wee now enjoy peace among ourselves, and though never Body was 
more repleat with Malignancy and Frenzy then our people were about August last, 
and they wanted but a monstrous head to their monstrous body.”22 

As Whigs worked in Parliament to bar the future James II from the throne, the 
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disaffected placeman, John Coode, caused what trouble he could in Maryland after a 
falling out with the Calverts. A bill of indictment for mutinous and seditious words 
charged Coode with telling men not to worry about acquiring land because every 
Catholic would be ejected from his land within four months’ time and that he had 
ten thousand followers ready to back his plan to overturn the province. Dozens of 
men drank this rhetorical punch, took up arms, and marched about in the guise 
of a militia, illustrating that fear of a world-wide Catholic conspiracy was as easily 
aroused in the colony as it was back in England in the era of Titus Oates and the 
“Popish Plot.” Such events placed severe strains on the rule of law.23

During this general state of alarm, the Maryland Assembly met in October 1678 
without Charles Calvert presiding for the first time in two decades because Calvert 
had departed Maryland for England in June 1676 to confirm his title and estate as 
the third Lord Baltimore. As Governor Notley focused on organizing the colony’s 
defenses in anticipation of Native American attacks, the Lower House went on the 
constitutional offensive. They took steps to distribute copies of the charter and the 
laws in force and plotted how to gain greater recognition for English law. Again, the 
plan was to require an oath by which judges would swear upon taking office to apply 
English law in any case where Maryland law was silent. This had become the most 
concrete expression of the entire debate.24 

The proprietary government continued to fight for the principle, articulated by 
Leonard Calvert in 1646, that in cases where Maryland law was silent, judges should 
make rulings based on their “best discretion” rather than be narrowly bound by 
English doctrine or precedents. Though increasingly well trained and professional, 
the Maryland judiciary was deeply entangled with Maryland’s ruling family. The 
highest court of general jurisdiction for the colony, the Provincial Court, and the 
highest body hearing cases on appeal (essentially the governor’s Council reviewing 
cases on writs of error) both consisted of the same handful of men—members of 
the Calvert family and their hand-picked and mostly Catholic allies. For the Lower 
House, representing a predominantly Protestant population, this was a significant 
underlying grievance. 

Charles Calvert soon returned. Having defended Maryland’s fidelity to English 
law to royal officials in London, he now had to defend his view of the limits of 
English law to the Lower House in Maryland. Tensions were high in 1681, the first 
Assembly over which Calvert presided in person as the Proprietor. Unfortunately for 
Calvert, his uncle, the chancellor and chief legal officer in the colony and a highly 
learned and generally diplomatic man, complicated the situation with a major tac-
tical blunder. When the Lower House petitioned for the privilege of issuing a writ 
from their Speaker for a special election, Philip Calvert scolded them, noting that 
no such privilege had ever been recognized in Maryland and was not practiced in 
Virginia, Barbados, or “any other of his Majesties Plantations.” The Lower House 
had suggested, on the contrary, that such a privilege was evident from a careful 
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examination of “the best Records and Authorities of the Customs and usages of the 
Commons house of England (the only Rule to walk by).” Philip rebutted their claim 
with this overbearing statement: “His Majesty hath the Sole Power to Dispose of his 
Conquests upon terms he Pleases, [and] is not [even] Tyed to take the Parliaments 
Consent in his Disposall of them, [and] he Hath granted [the Proprietor] a Patent 
with several Powers and Priviledges amongst which Enacting Laws is one.” That was 
like putting a match to gunpowder.25 

Philip not only used the rhetoric of absolute monarchy, he also used the term 
“conquest,” signaling that the Calverts had aligned their conception of Maryland 
government with conquest theory, a legal framework newly popular among the high-
est legal circles in London. The gist of conquest theory was that military conquest 
conferred upon conquering “princes” complete, legal domination over conquered 
territories and their inhabitants, and that such princes could either impose law as 
they saw fit or permit the inhabitants to keep the old law. Coke’s famous report of 
Calvin’s Case helped to establish this line of thinking among crown lawyers because it 
reinforced the old jurisdictional principle that English law within England’s borders 
was not identical to the law of England applicable in all the other dominions of the 
crown. The prevailing interpretation of conquest theory in London by this time was 
that, in his foreign dominions, the English monarch might at his pleasure allow a 
previous legal system to persist, modify it, or impose new law.26 

Leaders of Maryland’s Lower House understood in 1681, rather more clearly than 
Philip Calvert apparently realized, that conquest theory was potentially unsettling to 
the legal status quo. First, it might serve as a pretext for lumping the unique Province 
of Maryland together with all the other foreign “plantations,” notwithstanding the 
careful framework spelled out in the colonial charter. Second, it underscored the 
idea that the king might choose to exercise a much expanded executive authority in 
any “foreign plantation” without the legal restraints protecting Englishmen living in 
England and without oversight from Parliament. So, the Lower House insisted that 
the chancellor put his alarming remarks into writing. Boldly, he obliged. 

With written text in hand, the opposition drafted a detailed rebuttal, perhaps 
with visions of Maryland’s government, already under the control of “Papists,” now 
falling prey to absolutists. “Extreamly Grieved” at the challenge to their “Rights and 
Priviledges”—their “Inherent Right,” indeed, their “Birth right”—they invoked Eng-
lish precedents and the guarantee of “the words of his Lordship’s Charter.” Offensive 
language likening Marylanders “to a Conquered People” implied that the inhabitants 
were “Subject to Arbitrary Laws and Impositions,” and if that was in fact the official 
proprietary view of things, then the Lower House would have to conclude that the 
government of Maryland had come under the influence of “Strange if not evill Coun-
cil.” When angry men spoke of “evil counsel” in public debate in the seventeenth 
century, they edged right up to the crime of seditious libel. At this point, the Upper 
House weighed in against the chancellor’s remarks. Thus, the question of whether 
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a particular English custom should operate in Maryland served as a starting point, 
on both sides, for an escalating political confrontation over fundamental legal and 
political principles, that is, whether Marylanders were living under a rule of law in 
no way inferior to that of England, or subject to a subordinate legal status, short of 
that enjoyed by native-born Englishmen residing in England.27

The View of the Crown
The crown’s imperial agenda, of course, was dominated by concerns for trade and 
larger Euro-Atlantic political aspirations. Legal stability and predictability were im-
portant to the imperial project and London merchants. Yet the sporadic references in 
surviving minutes from the Privy Council and its advisers portray a lack of precision 
and resolution in legal matters, particularly when claims to the benefits of English law 
arose, as they did periodically. From the point of view of many in London’s political 
circles, guaranteeing to colonists all the benefits of English law seemed impractical, 
unnecessary, and an unwarranted limitation on crown authority.28

Charles Calvert had the opportunity to present his view directly to the Lords of 
Trade in 1678, when he responded to a list of questions drawn up for purposes of a 
general survey of colonial governments. At the top of the list were questions con-
cerned with the structures of government and authority generally, and one focused 
specifically on the rule of law. Calvert answered carefully in an effort to show all 
due deference to royal authority. He explained that necessity and exigency required 
particular local laws, though always duly enacted by a proper legislative process and 
often of temporary duration. He then went out of his way to emphasize that where 
no such particular local law had been enacted, his province used “no other Lawe 
than the Lawe of England.” Fidelity to English law in general was what the Lords of 
the Committee on Trade apparently wanted to hear. Calvert’s answers underscored 
the general theme that Maryland government was based on English law and institu-
tions (including the special jurisdictions of equity, admiralty, and probate), and he 
apparently succeeded in convincing the Lords of Trade that his government was in 
compliance with crown policies and the terms of the charter. Catholic though he 
was, nothing appeared to be happening in Calvert’s Maryland so repugnant to the 
law of England as to warrant any corrective action.29

With the accession of James II the crown signaled a new aggressiveness. On 
May 28, 1687, after considering a report from the Lords of Trade, the king in council 
ordered “Mr Attorney and Mr Solicitor Generall [to] forthwith proceed upon and 
prosecute the Quo warrantos which have been issued or ordered to be issued out 
against the severall proprietors and Corporations in America.” This was part of a 
longer-term effort to bring colonial administrations under more direct crown control. 
The authority of “proprietors” and “corporations,” that was to say, those transatlantic 
dominions of the crown not already administered directly by royal governors, would 
be subject to legal inquiry. This immediate project ended abruptly, though, when 
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William of Orange landed in England and James II fled to France for his safety. These 
events and those to follow over the next two decades reset the political machine.30 

English Law in Maryland Near the Turn of the Century
The status of English law as practiced in colonial Maryland up to 1689 was controlled 
by three factors. First, the legislative body, the Assembly of Freemen, had system-
atically enacted, revised, and occasionally made perpetual, a body of local law that 
addressed most of their needs. By the 1670s it had become a duty of each session 
of the assembly to review the body of laws. The Assembly of May–June 1676 took 
the task particularly seriously, enacting two great statutes that struck all previous, 
unwanted laws, and reaffirmed those it wished to keep in force. The list of statutes 
reenacted permanently was in effect a codification. It included twenty-eight pre-
1660 statutes, twenty-two statutes from the 1660s, and twenty-one from the 1670s. 
These local statutes generally reenacted, with significant modifications, English 
common law, the procedural rules of English Quarter sessions, and English statutes. 
Maryland law was English law with a twist. 31 A second factor was the veto power 
over any Maryland statute retained by the Proprietor in person, which he occasion-
ally exercised on the English law question. The third was the “Act of Judicature” of 
1646 and its subsequent variations, which established the right of Maryland judges 
to apply English law in Maryland cases where Maryland law was silent, but did not 
absolutely require it. The highest court, consisting of the Proprietor’s appointees, 
had the last word with respect to judicial incorporation of English rules wherever 
Maryland law was silent. Where precedents incorporating English rules were estab-
lished, they were followed. 

In political discourse, however, this practical state of affairs had come to represent 
the potentially threatening possibility that the proprietary government of Maryland 
would abuse its prerogatives. The fear was that the Calverts might, with the backing 
of the crown, create a legal regime in Maryland in which free men did not enjoy all 
of the “liberties” of free men nor all the protections of the “rights of Englishmen.” 
This rhetoric echoed, without exactly rehearsing, the great debates earlier in the 
century between the crown and its advisers on one side, and the common lawyers 
and Parliament on the other. There was no easy solution to the fundamental issue, 
that is, properly defining the boundaries between the legal world and the political 
world. So one side pushed its rhetoric toward the logic of sovereignty, reasons of 
state (or policy), and imperatives of (hierarchical) social order. The other mobilized 
a rhetoric of fidelity to English law, implying that English law was part of the natural 
order of things, that it had been validated by grave and deep historical delibera-
tions over the course of many generations, and that it restrained arbitrary political 
authority. Both this rhetoric and this reality would develop in surprising directions 
in the eighteenth century. 
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White Community Involvement 
in the 1906 Annapolis Lynching of 
Henry Davis 
C. CHRISTOPHER BROWN 

On the Friday afternoon of December 14, 1906, Mrs. John Reid, an older, 
white housewife of Inglehart’s Station, just outside Annapolis, Maryland, 
on the Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis Railroad, reported that she 

was assaulted by Henry Davis, a younger African American laborer who also resided 
in the Annapolis area. Within seven days a mob of white men stole Davis from the 
local jail and lynched him on a nearby tree. Although they alone carried out the 
lawless deed, white citizens of the broader community were indirect co-conspirators 
in the venture.1

Contemporary newspaper accounts paint a crude picture of white, mob justice. 
Between 1 and 2 a.m. on the morning of December 21, 1906, over fifty masked men 
gathered on the campus of St. John’s College in Annapolis and finalized plans for 
avenging the attack on Mrs. Reid. Most were young, armed men with their faces 
either blackened or covered by home-made masks. The leaders appear to have come 
from the rural area about five miles from Annapolis where the alleged crime had 
taken place. 

Some reports suggested that the assailants purposely chose a meeting place that 
was reached by a circuitous route in order to permit a surprise attack.2 Others sug-
gested that the college’s students’ involvement dictated the campus meeting spot, 
but after a few days’ debate, most agreed that several college students just followed 
the crowd out of curiosity and did not directly participate.3

At about 2 a.m. members of the mob appeared at the jail on Calvert Street in a 
predominantly black neighborhood in Annapolis, just two blocks from the Governor’s 
Mansion, and demanded that the warden turn over Davis. When he refused, they 
broke into a nearby store and helped themselves to a sledge hammer and pickax. The 
leaders then marched back to the jail to attack its entry door. The papers reported 
that the two “stalwart men” who chopped down part of the front door with the sledge 
and pickax “were evidently no strangers to their use.” “The wielder of the pick was 
particularly skillful with the tool, used in a rather unusual manner. He made the 
chips fly from the great door.”4
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After forcing a hole in the door sufficiently large to permit their entry, several 
crawled into the jail and obtained from the warden at gunpoint the keys to Davis’s 
third-floor cell. After handcuffing Davis, his captors carried him out of the jail with-
out resistance. The mob then put him on his feet and took him down Washington 
Street, then along the tracks of the Washington, Annapolis, and Baltimore Railroad 
and, finally, to a spot by College Creek known as “Brick Yard Hill” where a suitable 
tree was found.

One reporter described the mob that steered Davis to the lynching site as be-
having “like hungry wolves.” “They could not keep their hands off the negro. Blows 
were rained upon Davis from front, back and sides.” Indeed, someone pulled Davis’s 
trousers off as he stumbled along, unable to keep up the pace because he had once 
lost most of his toes due to frostbite.5

When the death site was reached, Davis fully understood his fate. He desperately 
shouted, “Don’t kill me” and “Forgive me. Forgive me.”6 The leaders of the mob 
showed no hesitation. They put a rope twice around Davis’s neck and pushed him 
over the high bank. After he swung in the air, a leader signaled those in the mob 
to begin firing. They responded by emptying their guns into the dead man’s body. 
When the shooting stopped, Davis was lowered to the ground, and the rope was 
cut up into souvenir pieces and passed out to members of the crowd.7 Davis’s body 
was then left lying, “its life blood soaking into the ground.” Only after “the mob had 
cleared all its ammunition” did the police come to protect what was left of Davis. 
The Sun estimated that the affair took but thirty-five minutes. 

Word of the event spread quickly. After day break, “a stream of persons, white 
and black, large and small, began to flow towards the point where the body lay.” The 
Sun reported that hundreds of people came, one of whom was an enterprising, yet 
tasteless photographer, who visited the death scene later in the day and photographed 
Davis’s body, which he then turned into postcards that sold two for twenty-five cents. 
Hundreds of the cards sold to customers who spread them throughout the country. 
One purchaser alone bought fifty of these morbid souvenirs.8

That morning a jury of inquest was summoned. The state’s attorney questioned 
the jailers and others. “All swore that they were unable to give any clue as to the 
identity of any of the lynchers.” Their verdict was “that Davis . . . came to his death 
by hanging and shooting at the hands of persons unknown to the members of the 
jury.”9

The Davis lynching must also be defined by what it was not, by the boundaries 
beyond which it did not go. It failed, for example, to take on the county-fair-like 
spectacle that characterized some of the more dramatic lynchings of the times.10 Its 
mob, which was relatively small and quiet, abstained from some of the era’s more 
barbaric activities. There was no burning of the victim at the stake. His genitals 
were not mutilated. His dead body was not dragged around town. Also, the leaders 
were somewhat disorganized. By all accounts their hanging rope was quite thin and 
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barely did the job. Furthermore, the jailhouse entry was not carefully prearranged, 
requiring a last-minute effort to locate tools for the break in.

The press painted a distinctly negative picture of Davis, seemingly to dehuman-
ize him. None of the journalistic reports presented Davis from the viewpoint of his 
family and friends. Instead, headlines referred to him as a “brute,” while the text 
described him as “an extremely low type of colored man,” who had “no regular work 
and as a rule no regular home. He has served a jail sentence for vagrancy, it being 
discovered that he was sleeping in a stable in this city, without the owner’s permis-
sion. He has a very low mentality.”11

We do know that Davis was married and had a prior criminal conviction for 
assaults six years earlier upon three local black women.12 For these he had received 
a two-year sentence to the Maryland Penitentiary, which he entered in May 1900. 
Also known as Henry Chambers, he was then 17 years old, five feet tall, and weighed 
110 pounds. His residence was in Waterbury, Anne Arundel County. Prison officials 
described Davis as having light-brown skin, woolly hair, hazel eyes, a scar on the 
right side of forehead, and a birth mark on left cheek. His head was small, his face 
full with a broad nose, large lips, and a short, broad chin.13

Davis’s lynching appears to have been one of about forty recorded in Maryland 
since the mid-nineteenth century.14 The last lynching in Anne Arundel County had 
been that of Wright Smith, a black man also accused of attempted rape of a white 
woman, just eight years earlier, in October 1898.15 Davis’s lynching came in a decade 
in which Maryland’s white citizens lynched four other black men, two of which fol-
lowed Davis’s lynching by less than ten months.16

Although the Davis lynching was carried out by fifty masked men, it was aided 
and abetted by the white community at large. The racial climate of the times, which 
had in recent years taken a significant turn for the worse, openly invited white 
domination of black males by mob violence. As the twentieth century began, the 
controlling white power structure was turning its attention to new methods of legally 
segregating the races, reducing the political power of black voters, and directing 
stricter criminal sanctions at the minority race.

By 1902, the wave of newly enacted segregation laws that during the prior decade 
had swept the South finally reached Maryland; legislators scrambled to enact “Jim 
Crow” laws that would segregate the races on railroads and steamboats.17 From the 
white man’s perspective, public transportation had fallen to a deplorable low: “By 
far the greater part of the travel over steamboat and railroad lines is done by a class 
of the colored race who delight in making themselves objectionable features of any 
and every trip.” This newspaper reporter viewed white women as the primary victims 
of this behavior: “Ladies’ private waiting rooms, lavatories and other places” were 
becoming “unendurable to people of refinement and cleanly habits, by language and 
conduct at once disgusting and filthy.”18 In 1904 the General Assembly enacted and 
Governor Edwin Warfield signed a Jim Crow law that required trains to have cars 
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separately marked “white” and “colored,” and steamboats to similarly provide for 
segregation of the races.19

By 1900 the Democratic Party in Maryland understood that any literacy restric-
tions on voting would have a greater adverse effect on black men, who were nearly 
all Republican, and thereby greatly enhance the Democratic Party’s fortunes. In 1900 
almost half of all black registrants were illiterate, compared with only 8 percent of 
white registered voters. In 1901 the Democratic controlled General Assembly enacted 
a strict new form of the “Australian” ballot that eliminated party emblems such as 
the Republican picture of Abraham Lincoln on the ballot. Now voters would have to 
read the name of their candidates of choice. The law further prohibited clerks from 
aiding illiterate voters.20

In 1903, Democratic candidate for governor Edwin Warfield, proclaiming himself 
“the candidate of the white people,” predicted an overwhelming victory in November 
“for white supremacy in Maryland.” Proud that his father had been a slaveholder 
in Howard County, Warfield explained how this experience of “having been raised 
among Negroes” had given him a special insight into “their weaknesses and their 
failings.”21 In 1904 the Democrats steered through a further impediment to black vot-
ers that applied to specific counties (including Anne Arundel) and which was signed 
by Governor Warfield. By eliminating each candidate’s political affiliation, illiterate 
black voters could no longer search for the party name beginning with “R.”22

In 1905, the Maryland Democratic platform declared that “the only issue” in the 
fall campaign was “whether Negro suffrage, put upon us against our will by force, 
shall be restricted and its power for evil destroyed.” Maryland Democrats announced 
their “resolute purpose to maintain the supremacy of our race and its control.” The 
platform praised the 1904 Democratic-controlled legislature for proposing an amend-
ment designed to “rescue us in Maryland from the blight of ignorant and debased 
Negro suffrage.” It sought to keep off the registration books “the names of thousands 
of ignorant and venal Negroes totally unfit to vote.”23

This increased antipathy toward black men was also reflected in white attitudes 
toward crime and punishment. In 1906, a Pocomoke City newspaper viewed the 
black man as “wrecking continually the lives of the women and children of the South 
and compelling the laws to be set at defiance by lynchers.” It claimed that white men 
were abandoning careers in farming “for fear of Negro molestation of their wives and 
daughters.” In small towns, it continued, women were afraid to even go into their back 
yards. The mere sight of a black man, apparently, now sent women into shock.24

This perception of crisis brought pleas for institution of the whipping post, as 
had recently been enacted in neighboring Delaware, and renewed efforts to return 
the black man to Africa. This would be a way “to rid the country of its incubus of 
negro criminals.”25 One paper applauded the recent shocking event in Delaware, 
where a lawless mob had burned at the stake a criminally accused black man. The 
rule of law, it explained, was never “intended to protect nor to punish such beasts 
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as [the burned man] any more than it is to protect and to punish the rabid hound 
that invades our household to bite and poison us with his fangs.” To the Chestertown 
Transcript, “when the wives and daughters of a land blessed with their existence are 
not safe from Negro lust,” the “Negro’s favorite crime” must be met by “the majesty 
of the law of Judge Lynch.”26

Thus, the mob was not alone in its efforts. Participating more indirectly in the 
lynching were politicians (including Governor Warfield), who beat the drums for 
racial intolerance; the newspapers, which fanned the flames of yellow journalism; 
the jailors and town officials, who did little to thwart the mob; and the town leaders, 
who openly supported the lawless effort.

While the Governor had set the general tone with his proud claims to be the 
leader of the “White Man’s Party,” the newspapers were busy stirring the flames of 
fear and anger. The Annapolis Evening Capital, the major news source for the local 
population, rushed the Reid incident into publication in what appears to have been 
but hours after it occurred, in the afternoon of December 14. Quickly claiming to read 
the mind of the unknown assailant, the reporter observed that it was “not thought 
that the negro accomplished his purpose.” The paper caught up with events the next 
day with a large-print headline “THE NEGRO STILL AT LARGE” and subhead-
ings noting “NO TRACE OF THE BRUTE HAS AS YET BEEN FOUND” and “A 
Dastardly Assault On a White Woman in Broad Daylight.”27

Apathy toward the preservation of law and order also fueled lynching’s fire. 
Within twenty-four hours of Mrs. Reid’s attack, it was becoming ever clearer that 
a lynching was in the offing. On the fifteenth, one local reporter noted that “talk 
of lynching is prevalent in Annapolis today.” An out-of-town reporter observed an 
“intense feeling and manifest unrest in the community.” A couple of days after the 
incident about fifty men gathered at the Reid home and talked of lynching Davis. 
Every night after Davis’s capture rumors of a mob lynching circulated in the An-
napolis area.28

Despite this clear and present danger, local officials did little to safeguard their 
prisoner. With the threats growing, Davis was not moved out of town to a more se-
cure facility. Reinforcements were not called in. State intervention—to prevent mob 
rule in the capital city—was not sought. Matters were left unattended until it was 
too late. When time ran out, the deputies at the town jail explained their dilemma: 
they were “not willing either to shoot white men who they knew to be actuated by 
a desire to protect their own women, or lose their own lives for the sake of a brute 
who had confessed to the most outrageous crime in the history of the county.”29

The officials of other seemingly less sophisticated Maryland towns had recently 
demonstrated that they could successfully mobilize precautionary forces to prevent 
mob lynchings. One of the most spectacular efforts occurred in the small Somerset 
County seat of Princess Anne. Faced with the threat of the lynching of William Lee, 
a black seventeen-year-old accused of raping two white women, Princess Anne au-
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thorities in 1906 secretly sent Lee off to Baltimore for safekeeping. An angry mob of 
two thousand whites then learned that a Somerset County grand jury had indicted 
Lee in absentia. Town officials later arranged for Lee to be tried in Baltimore, where 
he was found guilty and sentenced to death. State and local officials then placed Lee 
on a steamer and secretly shipped him to a makeshift gallows on Smith Island in 
the Chesapeake Bay, a part of Somerset County, where law required his execution 
to take place.30 Lynchings were also forestalled by armed local officers in Berlin in 
1905 and by the transfer of an accused out of the Pocomoke City jail and into the 
Princess Anne jail in 1906.31

Prominent Annapolis white citizens stood solidly behind the mob. The Bal-
timore American quoted “one of the most prominent physicians in Annapolis” as 
concluding that it was for the better that “the community had speedily gotten rid of 
[Davis].” He proclaimed, “Besides, such brutes feel glorified when they are brought 
to trial and become an attraction. They are impressed with a sense of greatness. Too 
dull and brutish to realize their degradation, they never think of the consequences. 
Better, then, that such scenes be avoided when guilt has been established, and hence 
I have no inclination to condemn those who usurped the functions of legalized of-
ficials.” The reporter concluded that this “view about represents that of the average 
Annapolitan.”32

State’s Attorney Nicholas Green promised to prosecute anyone found to be 
linked to the lynching. He acknowledged that “substantial justice was undoubtedly 
rendered in [Davis’s] case.” However, “Such a defiance of law must be prosecuted. 
The danger of lynch law is that one case encourages its employment in others and it 
may be used where the guilt was not as clear as in the present case.”33

He found two faults that encouraged the lynching: the absence of a prompt pros-
ecution and harsher criminal penalties. Due to uncertainties as to whether Mrs. Reid 
was sufficiently recovered to testify, Green was afraid to go promptly to trial. This 
strategy—which was publicly opposed by the sheriff —brought inevitable delay. By 
modern standards, due process protections allowing the defendant time to prepare 
his case would have required far greater delay. Regarding the supposed laxity of the 
available punishment, the maximum sentence for attempted rape was then ten years 
in the penitentiary. In Green’s view the lynching could have been avoided if the court-
supervised death penalty had attached to attempted rape as well as rape.34

It is possible, of course, that Davis never committed any crime against Mrs. 
Reid, let alone rape, which she throughout denied. The truth-finding process of a 
criminal proceeding was never permitted to resolve the issue of guilt or innocence. 
Davis’s initial confession came after he had been arrested and taken to Mrs. Reid’s 
home, where she identified him as her assailant (without the safeguards of a lineup).35

Because this was just eight years after the area’s last lynching, any rational black man 
in this situation might well have thought a quick confession, however inaccurate, 
would be the best route toward minimizing danger.
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Initial descriptions of the culprit had been “vague and rather unsatisfactory.” 
One reported “a stout colored man about 25 years of age” as having been seen in the 
vicinity. Davis, who was twenty-three, was just five feet tall and six years earlier had 
weighed just 110 pounds. He was, however, identified by a black woman as having 
been seen in the general vicinity of the crime.36 Davis was never able to confront 
and cross-examine any of these witnesses.

Few in Annapolis appear to have seriously disapproved of the mob’s action. Only 
the college officials of St. John’s fully disassociated with the lynching and were quick 
to deny any of their students’ involvement. Governor Warfield did issue a statement 
urging a grand jury investigation and punishment for the lynchers: “I greatly regret 
the occurrence, and do not hesitate to deprecate and denounce such lawless acts.” 
For their part, Sheriff Linthicum and State’s Attorney Green asserted that “they will 
do all in their power to bring to justice the members of the mob.”37 Despite their 
promises, nowhere does it appear that any serious investigation was mounted. 

Brewers Hill Cemetery memorial plaque, 2001, dedicated to Maryland’s lynching victims, 1891–1906. 
(Courtesy Nancy Bramucci Sheads.)
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Still insufficiently recovered to speak directly to the public, after the lynching 
Mrs. Reid sent word through her daughter that she thanked “the kind people of 
Annapolis” for “what they have done.” She also wished she could “shake every one 
by the hand.” Finally, she expressed her relief that she would now not have to appear 
in court.38

The final chapter in Davis’s lynching played out in April 1907 with the convening 
of the next session of the Circuit Court for Anne Arundel County. Presiding Judge 
James Revell told the newly selected jurors that although lynching was “contrary to 
the ‘law,’  . . . those taking part in such affairs were not generally punished by the 
courts.” He added that because the law permits one to shoot a robber, “it was not 
remarkable that persons should take the law in their hands when a woman was 
robbed of that which was far dearer than any mere property.”39 The mob lynching 
had now been ratified by the judiciary.

NOTES
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Research Notes & 
Maryland Miscellany

Captain Henry Thompson’s First 
Baltimore Horse Artillery in the Defense 
of Baltimore in the War of 1812

NELSON MOTT BOLTON AND CHRISTOPHER T. GEORGE

The First Baltimore Horse Artillery of Maryland militia commanded by Capt. 
Henry Thompson (1774–1837) played an important role in the defense of 
Baltimore against British attack during the War of 1812. Thompson and his 

men formed an elite guard to protect Gen. Samuel Smith (1752–1839), commander-
in-chief of the federalized militia and other forces in Baltimore. They also performed 
vital scouting and courier duties, as recalled by a fellow officer.1

Forty years later, in an effort to collect reminiscences of the War of 1812 before 
the participants passed away, the newly founded Maryland Historical Society issued 
a call for memoirs of the 1814 emergency from veterans of the crisis. At this time, 
the role that Thompson and his men played was recalled by Capt. James Piper, com-
mander of the United Maryland Artillery during the battle for Baltimore. Piper wrote 
his recollections in a letter to Brantz Mayer. Piper remembered the courier service 
that Thompson and his men had carried out between Smith and the commander of 
Fort McHenry, Maj. George Armistead:

During the heaviest of [the British] Bombardment it became necessary occa-
sionally for Gen. Smith to communicate with Col. Armistead the Commander 
of the Fort, and generally when it is not done by the Generals Aids whether 
on these occasions by command, or as a Volunteer service I know not, but the 
duty was perilous in the highest degree amidst a shower of Bombs & rockets. 
These messengers I saw dashing in full speed to & fro, from the Fort and I regret, 
that I am unable to do justice to but one of them, and I do this with the highest 
pleasure as due of a brave & Patriotic Citizen, the late Captain Henry Thompson 
acknowledged to be one among the best Cavalry officers.2

Nelson Mott Bolton is a past president of the Society of the War of 1812 in the State of 
Maryland. Christopher T. George is an editorial associate of the Maryland Historical 
Magazine and the author of Terror on the Chesapeake: The War of 1812 on the Bay. 
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The importance of Thompson’s unit is demonstrated in dramatic fashion in a 
contemporary oil painting done by a participant in the Battle of Baltimore, Thomas 
Ruckle’s “The Defense of Baltimore.” The panoramic view of the troops on this 
eminence, which was at the time also known as Chinquapin or Loudenslager’s Hill 
and is today the location of Patterson Park in East Baltimore, shows General Smith 
reviewing the troops as the British fleet masses ominously in the distance off Fort 
McHenry on Whetstone Point.3

Immediately before Smith, at the center of Ruckle’s painting, Captain Thompson is 
seen on a spirited black horse, possibly bringing an important message to the general, 
who is mounted on a dappled gray. Moreover, directly behind the commander and 
his staff are the parading ranks of Thompson’s cavalry, making it clear that they were 
the general’s personal honor guard. The uniforms and accoutrements of the dragoons 
in the painting agree with the descriptions given in regulations agreed upon in 1807 
in the record book for the Baltimore Light Dragoons. Specifically, the regulations 
called for a cap with “leopard skin 
band, encircled with a chain and a 
small blue rose behind,” along with 
leopard skin “moreens” or blankets 
rather than blue saddle cloths, and 
black leather saddles and halters for 
each mount. Thompson’s journal 
shows that he bought a black horse 
in May 1813.4 

“The Defense of Baltimore / Assembling the Troops before the Battle of Baltimore, September 12–14, 
1814.”  Thomas Ruckle. (Maryland Historical Society.)
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The history of Thompson’s unit has not been easy for previous historians to dis-
cern for a number of reasons. As a result of military and political wrangling over the 
status and honor of Thompson’s corps, the unit, which had been known as the First 
Baltimore Troop of Light Dragoons in the years leading up to the war and from the 
June 1812 declaration of war until December 1813, was renamed the First Baltimore 
Horse Artillery. Confusing the matter further is the fact that in the emergency of 
August–September 1814, Thompson and his men continued to act as light dragoons, 
providing the personal guard for Smith and, following orders issued by Smith and 
his subordinate, Gen. John Stricker (1758–1825), serving as scouts and couriers rather 
than transporting and serving artillery.5 

Light dragoons were cavalrymen part of the time but also at times “mounted 
rifles.” In a battle or skirmish, they were expected to ride into the engagement, 
dismount, and fight on foot. During the War of 1812, though, few American caval-
rymen—either U.S. Army or militia—ever fought in major battles but instead acted 
as scouts and carried dispatches. They were often described as acting as “videttes” or 
sometimes “estaphets”—mounted troops or sentries “positioned beyond an army’s 
outposts to observe the movements of the enemy.” A famous example of a volunteer 
militia dragoon carrying out such a duty in the Chesapeake during the War of 1812 
was James Monroe, then secretary of state in the Madison administration, who 
scouted British movements in southern Maryland in 1813 and 1814.6 

In contrast to the untested Maryland militia, the British army troops sent to 
the Chesapeake Bay to punish the Americans for their privateering raids on British 
ships and for perceived American outrages in Canada were veterans of the battles 
in Europe against Napoleonic France. Their invasion into the bay region threatened 
the well-being and survival of the nation less than forty years after the Declaration of 
Independence of 1776. Although the often repeated name for the War of 1812, “The 
Second War of American Independence,” might in some respects be a misnomer, 
Americans knew that their homes and livelihoods were at stake, if not the very future 
of the United States.

To face this dire threat, Henry Thompson, an English-born immigrant, Baltimore 
County planter, and Baltimore commission merchant, organized his troop of volun-
teer cavalry made up of fellow merchants and other professional men. Thompson’s 
men moved in the same social and economic strata in which he himself moved. As 
with their company commander and the city’s militia commander, leading grain 
merchant Gen. Samuel Smith, they had much to lose if the British sacked the city. 

As was Smith, Thompson was owner or part owner of at least fourteen sailing 
vessels during his lifetime, but unlike Smith and other leading city merchants who 
owned ships, the English-born commission merchant identified with the politics of 
the opposition Federalist Party, which believed that the Madison administration’s 
declaration of war against Britain was a mistake. Rather than war, Federalists urged 
negotiation with the former mother country, despite what the administration and 
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Republican “War Hawks” cited as a long series of British maritime abuses that were 
an outcome of Britain’s ongoing war with France. The cataloged abuses included 
the Royal Navy’s impressment of American citizens and stopping neutral ships to 
search for deserters as well as forcing neutral vessels to go into port in Britain and 
pay a tax under what the British called “Orders in Council.” 

Possibly because of his Federalist sympathies, Thompson appears never to have 
owned any privateers, i.e., armed vessels issued with “letters of marque” enabling 
them to raid enemy shipping. On the other hand, he was not averse to purchasing 
prize vessels captured by privateers. Author Jerome R. Geritee noted: “The Federalist 
merchant Henry Thompson bought several prize vessels for use in the Iberian flour 
trade.” Before the blockade was fully implemented in the spring of 1813, Baltimore 
privateersmen such as Thomas Boyle, captain of the Comet, and Joshua Barney, of 
the Rossie, had taken an impressive toll of British merchant shipping, totaling mil-
lions of dollars. British anger toward Baltimore as a “nest of pirates” made the city 
a prime target.7 

Thompson and other city merchants suffered damage to their trade from the ef-
fects of the Orders in Council, as well as an embargo on trade with Britain instituted 
under former president Thomas Jefferson (an ill-judged attempt to counter the Brit-
ish actions), and most recently a British blockade of the Chesapeake and Delaware 
Bays beginning in early 1813. The Royal Navy blockade of the Chesapeake stopped 
American vessels, merchant ships and U.S. Navy ships alike from getting out onto 
the high seas except during the winter months and in foul weather. 

Henry Thompson was born in Whitely Wood, Sheffield, England, on June 
23, 1774, the son of Anthony Thompson and Elizabeth Sabra Clark. He settled in 
Baltimore in 1794 and became a commission merchant with a counting house on 
Smith’s wharf on Pratt Street, at the foot of Gay Street. The wharf, then the longest 
in the port of Baltimore, had been purchased in 1759 by General Smith’s father, John 
Smith, and his partner William Buchanan. These two Scots-Irish immigrants had 
built the firm of Smith and Buchanan into one of the leading commercial enterprises 
in the young United States, a gold mine inherited by their sons, Samuel Smith and 
James A. Buchanan.8 

On March 29, 1798, Henry Thompson married Ann Lux Bowly, daughter of 
merchant Daniel Bowly and Ann Stewart Bowly at the Bowly mansion Furley Hall, 
near Herring Run in Baltimore County. Also in 1798, Henry had joined the First 
Baltimore Troop of Light Dragoons of the Fifth Regiment of Cavalry of Maryland 
Militia, and was elected captain of the troop in 1809. Over the years, Henry and 
Ann would have nine sons and two daughters. For his growing family, Thompson 
purchased land in the county north of the city, a mile or so from General Smith’s 
country mansion, Montebello. Thompson built on his property a late Georgian-style 
mansion that he named Clifton in 1801–3. It was a two-story, five-bay stone structure, 
one room deep with a central passageway.9
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In early 1812, Lt. Col. James Biays, commander of the 5th Maryland Regimental 
Cavalry District, promoted Capt. William B. Barney, son of Commodore Joshua 
Barney, to the rank of major over Thompson, who was the senior captain in the regi-
ment. Upset and angry about the decision, Thompson sent a letter to his company 
to tell them that he was compelled to resign his command because of this perceived 
insult to his honor. When the unit met at Gadsby’s Hotel on February 20 to discuss 
his resignation, the men came to the conclusion that the whole troop was also dis-
honored and must dissolve. Thompson then sent a letter to Governor Robert Bowie 
offering his resignation and informing him of the troop’s decision to disband. The 
legislature and governor refused to accept Thompson’s resignation. Moreover, because 
of President Madison’s declaration of war on June 18, they asked that the troop be 
reorganized to prepare for a possible British invasion.10 

The First Baltimore Troop agreed to be reorganized under Thompson on July 3. 
That presented a new source of contention among the military men of the city and 
what Thompson took to be an additional insult to his personal honor when Biays 
did not return the troop to its rightful position at the far right of the regimental line. 
To the layman this might seem inconsequential, but in a regiment, the position of 
highest honor is traditionally on the right, going back to ancient times.11 

The problems between the two militia commanders might partly be attributable 
to the fact that Biays was a Republican and Thompson a Federalist. Thus, political 
differences combined with probable intense personal distaste for each other appear to 
have fed into these rows. A series of letters between Thompson, Biays, and Governor 
Bowie and his successor, Levin Winder, from July 1812 through the summer of 1813 
did not provide satisfaction for Thompson and his men and only fueled the troop’s 
resentment over Biays’s decision. Meanwhile, Thompson obtained an opinion from 
the War Department in Washington, that confirmed his claim that his troop should 
be positioned on the far right of the regiment given that he was the senior captain 
and the troop’s correct position was on the right. He appealed to the governor to 
resolve the issue and indicated that if the troop failed to get Winder’s decision in 
their favor, it would once again have to dissolve. The governor then wrote to Biays to 
try to reach a compromise between the two men, but affirmed that the troop should 
be positioned on the right of the regiment. Biays refused to give way.

On August 30, 1813, Thompson published a pamphlet entitled “A Plain Statement 
of the CLAIM of The First Baltimore Troop of Light Dragoons, to THE RIGHT of 
the Fifth Regiment of Cavalry . . .” documenting the various controversies that had 
embroiled his company and setting out their side of the controversy. Publication of 
this pamphlet did not, however, help to resolve the perceived stain on their honor. 
Biays obstinately refused to change his decision. Therefore, the First Baltimore Troop 
met for the last time at Henry Thompson’s counting house on December 16, 1813 and 
agreed to dissolve finally.12 

Fortunately a great many records are preserved that not only document the  dis-
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solution of the First Baltimore Troop of Light Dragoons, but also provide accounts of 
and accolades received by its successor unit, the First Baltimore Horse Artillery. This 
material includes letters, orders and order books, newspaper accounts, Thompson’s 
pamphlet, a subscription list to raise funds for the defense of Baltimore, rosters, 
memoirs, and Henry Thompson’s journal. These items combine to paint a picture 
of the pride that Thompson felt in being the unit commander and the gratitude the 
members had for each other. One also gets a sense of the close relationship of the 
merchant class of Baltimore and the respect of the community toward Thompson 
and his abilities. He was socially connected to the military elite of Baltimore and 
often dined with them at Clifton or at their homes.

Although Thompson does not mention it in his journal, he would have been 
familiar with the first attempt by the U.S. Army to form a company of light horse 
artillery at Fort McHenry in 1808. The concept of light horse artillery was a very 
new one in the United States. We believe this type of unit suited Thompson because 
it did not fit under either the militia artillery or the cavalry command structure. In 
short, the arrangement permitted him to finally separate his new troop from the 
past wrangling with Colonel Biays and the state government.13 

On April 16, 1813, a British squadron commanded by Adm. George Cockburn 
threatened Baltimore. The militia was called out but Cockburn chose not to attack 
for lack of sufficient forces. Instead, he sailed his squadron north to the head of the 
bay and attacked and burned Frenchtown on April 29, Havre de Grace on May 3, 
and the twin towns of Fredericktown and Georgetown on May 5–6. The citizens of 
Baltimore were clearly put on notice that they could be next. General Smith and the 

Henry Thompson. (Maryland 
 Historical Society.)
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city’s Committee of Vigilance and Safety took measures to strengthen the defenses. 
Indeed, the work they undertook in 1813 proved invaluable in 1814. Historian Frank 
A. Cassell has written, “The battle of Baltimore was won as much in 1813 as in 1814, 
and from first to last it was singularly Smith’s victory.”14

Although no attack occurred in 1813, during the winter of 1813–1814 the city 
girded for one in the coming spring or summer. Henry Thompson went about his 
life as merchant and plantation owner while at the same time preparing his unit for 
the battles to come. On January 11, he wrote in his journal, “A meeting of the Horse 
Artillery at counting house to elect their officers this evening.” This is the first record 
that we have found to the First Baltimore Horse Artillery.15 The next record found 
is not until July 4 when he wrote in his journal, “The 3rd Brigade paraded in honor 
of this day, and I joined with the Horse Artillery, being the first time we have been 
out, and had a very good Muster—looked very well.”

The journal shows that Thompson exercised the new troop in artillery drill at 
the Riding School in Fells Point weekly from July to August 4 and that he also went 
to watch the exercises of Capt. George Stiles (1760–1819) and his First Marine Artil-
lery of the Union.16 This ramping up of the training of Thompson’s troop indicates 
that Smith probably encouraged him to ready his unit in the event of an expected 
British attack on Baltimore. 

On August 19, news reached Baltimore that a British invasion force had arrived 
in the Chesapeake. Thompson wrote in his journal: “Accts were recd., today, of a 
large British force having arrived in the Bay, and the 3rd Brigade are all ordered out 
in service of the U.S. and declared under Martial Law.” The next day, he received 
the following orders: “Capt Henry Thompson will furnish a non commissioned 
officer & four privates ready to accompany the detachment which will march with 
all possible dispatch under command of Col. [Joseph] Sterett to whom they will 
report themselves.”17 Accordingly, Henry wrote in his journal, “Went to Town at 
day light and escorted my Men Col. Sterett’s Regt. on his way to Washington.”18

From the memoirs of John Pendleton Kennedy (1795–1870), we know the names 
of some of Henry’s troop that were detached to join Sterett’s militiamen and that 
included Kennedy’s father:

We marched on Sunday, the twenty-first—our regiment, the Fifth. . . . We 
had also with us a company of artillery, commanded by Richard Magruder, 
another member of the bar, and a small corps of cavalry from the Baltimore 
Light Dragoons—Harry Thompson’s company—The detachment being under 
command of Lieutenant Jacob Hollingsworth. . . . My father was a member of 
Hollingsworth’s command, and with John Brown, an old schoolmate of mine, 
and three or four privates of the corps, served as videttes to our brigade.19

Thompson returned home to Clifton and on the following day, August 22, he 
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noted in his journal, “Exercised my Men in the evening,” meaning that the remain-
ing members of the troop were unassigned. On August 23, General Stricker wrote 
from Baltimore to Brig. Gen. William Winder, U.S. Army, the commander of the 
10th Military District that included Baltimore and Washington, D.C.:

Sir, Deeming it important that I should be advised of the movements of the 
enemy and the citizens generally feeling a great anxiety for the same informa-
tion, I have been induced to establish a line of Estaphets between this place and 
your head quarters. Capt Thompson of the Light Artillery whos Corps is not 
yet prepared for this contemplated species of service is charged with this duty 
and will wate on you in person to explain his arrangements for the execution 
of this service. I flatter myself you will see the propriety of this arrangement 
and that it will receive your approbation.20

As the likelihood of a battle with the British increased hourly, brigade orders 
given on August 23 stated: 

In obedience to general orders & orders from the inspector General a muster 
& inspection of the several regiments & Independent corps of the 3rd Brigade 
M M will take place on Wednesday the 31st inst at the following hours and 
places — The 6th & 27th Regiments Infy. the cavalry & Artillery Regiments 
including the main Artillery and Captain Thompson’s Corps will be mustered 
and inspected on Hampstead Hill at 8 o’clock in the morning. . . .21 

That night, Henry Thompson wrote in his journal, “Being ordered to Washington 
on Duty intend setting off early tomorrow.” 

On the day before an American force of mainly militia commanded by Gen. 
William H. Winder met the British army under Gen. Robert Ross in battle, Pvt. 
John Pendleton Kennedy described the scene as Winder withdrew his forces toward 
Bladensburg, just outside Washington, D.C. 

Reports were coming to us every moment of the movements of the enemy. . . . 
General Winder, who commanded the army immediately in front of the enemy, 
and was retiring slowly before him, was advised of our march, and was sending 
frequent instructions to our commander. . . . One of Winder’s videttes had come 
to us. He had a great story to tell. He was carrying orders to [Maryland Militia 
Brig. Gen. Elijah] Stansbury, who was ahead of us, and fell in with a party of 
British dragoons, from whom he fled at speed for his life. . . . One vidette, a Mr 
Floyd, known to us in Baltimore, told us he had been pursued several miles by 
four of these dragoons.22 

The “Mr. Floyd” whom Kennedy referred to as being pursued by “British dragoons” 
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was Pvt. Joseph P. Floyd of the First Baltimore Horse Artillery, but the idea that the 
British had “dragoons” is faulty. One of the great disadvantages that the British had 
while operating in the Chesapeake is that they had no cavalry to scout what was hap-
pening up ahead. They had horses for their senior staff officers, and some horses they 
obtained from American farms while foraging that they jokingly referred to as their 
mounted “Cossacks,” but no fully trained cavalry on experienced mounts. The lack 
of cavalry would prove disastrous three weeks later during the attack on Baltimore, 
when not knowing what lay ahead of General Ross’s advance up the Patapsco Neck 
Peninsula would lead to the skirmish in which the British commander was mortally 
wounded preceding the Battle of North Point.23 

In a series of letters, Thompson and his men sent reports on the Battle of Blad-
ensburg to General Stricker in Baltimore. The Baltimore light dragoons watched 
helplessly as some 4,000 Redcoat invaders entered Bladensburg then, under the 
cover of Congreve rocket fire and artillery, forced their way over the bridge over the 
Eastern Branch of the Potomac (the present-day Anacostia River) and routed the 
numerically superior American army, made up mostly of 6,000 untrained militia, 
in an affair referred to later as “the Bladensburg Races”:

Ross Tavern [Bladensburg], 24th August, 1/2 past 2 P.M.
Sir, Agreeably to your orders of yesterday I proceeded this day to Genl. Winder’s 
Head Quarters, after posting Videttes upon the Road, and upon descending the 
Hill to Bladensburg distinctly saw the British advancing up the Valley, the Ameri-
cans being posted on the right of Bladensburg about half a Mile distant, where 
I found Genl Winder and deliver’d your letter at One O’Clock, after perusing 
it, he observed, “You see our situation & place[,] two or three communicative 
men near my person, by whom I can communicate verbally to Genl Stricker 
the result of our engagement, which is momently expected, & you may return 
to your command in Baltimore.”

I left an officer and three men and immediately retired, but had scarcely 
crossed the bridge before the British were descending Lowndes Hill, and I was 
within 300 yards of their advanced party, who never halted, but continued over 
the Bridge, & up the Washington Road, our artillery commenced firing at 1/2 
past one o’clock, while the British were entering Bladensburg, & in five minutes 
was returned by Rockets only, the effect of which I could plainly distinguish, 
and did not see one to strike the American lines, and as the British advanced 
up the road from Bladensburg, our lines began to retire & when out of my view, 
I hasten’d here to give you this information—

You will probably receive another dispatch in the night, & I shall wait upon 
you very early in the morning to communicate such further information as my 
observations enable me to make—I saw very few mounted men & only saw one 
piece of artillery crossed the bridge during my stay.
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The urgency of this intelligence will justify my requesting to be excused 
for such a hasty letter.
  I have the Honor to be Sir, Very respectfully, Your Ob. Servant.

Henry Thompson24

Two of Thompson’s men, Pvts. Benedict W. Hall and Richard C. Stockton, serv-
ing as “Videttes near Bladensburgh,” further reported to Stricker:

Aug. 24th 1814 1/2 past 3 O’Clock
Capt Thompson left us on the hill above Bladensburgh at two o’clock within five 
minutes after the British ceased crossing the bridge—within two minutes after 
the British, who reserved their fire ’till after they mounted the hill, as well as the 
Americans were out of sight. The firing ceased except for a single gun at great 
intervals at half after two o’clock—at 23 mins past two a very small detachment 
of the British repassed the bridge—a considerable detachment was stationed 
at the Mill, which has not left there a quarter past three o’clock, at which time 
we left there— A man out of Bladensburgh reports that the Enemys privates 
were dressed in blue [possibly Royal Artillery]. Bladensburgh has not been as 
yet injured in the least.25

From Henry Thompson’s journal entry for August 27 we learn that he came back 
to Baltimore on the evening of August 24 and was ordered back to Bladensburg the 
next day. On August 26, Thompson wrote to Stricker to inform the general that “We 
are just return’d from a view of Bladensburg, where all appears quiet & not a [Brit-
ish] soldier this side of the Bridge.” He said he and his men had seen a large fire at 
daylight from “the direction of the [Washington] Navy Yard” and that Colonel John 
Ragan of the Anne Arundel County militia would report to the general on killed and 
wounded in the battle, deeming that the colonel could “give much better informa-
tion, and more correct, than any I can collect.”26

As fear of a British attack on Baltimore grew even more intense, Thompson 
recorded in his journal that from Sunday, August 28, when he “Was on duty at 1/2 
past 4 o’clock this morning” until August 30 he was with his troop. The next day, 
August 31, he stated, “My Corps was inspected this morning with the 3rd Brigade 
& afterwards drilled.” 

On August 31, Thompson submitted to the Committee of Vigilance and Safety 
the subscription list of funds given by the troopers of the First Baltimore Horse Ar-
tillery for the defense of Baltimore.27 The list records the individual donations and 
the signatures of fifty members of the troop, who altogether contributed $1,895—a 
sizeable sum at that time but relatively small compared to the needs of the committee. 
On September 10, the Committee of Vigilance and Safety stated “that although the 
subscriptions have been liberal, yet that from estimates it is apprehended they will 
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be inadequate to our wants, and that the [overall] subscription list comprises only 
about five hundred names.”28 This means that the men of the First Baltimore Horse 
Artillery provided one-tenth of all the subscriptions given to the committee by the 
people of Baltimore—a clear demonstration both of the patriotism of the members 
of the company as well as of their comparative wealth. 

Thompson noted in his journal that he exercised his troop from September 1 
onward. On September 4, he wrote, “Sunday—Exercised my Men at sunrise near the 
Hospital.” On September 5, he received a request to detach one of his men for other 
services in the city’s military command structure. The request, written by Augustine 
C. Smith, Assistant Inspector General, to General Stricker reads: “In discharging the 
many and arduous duties of the Inspector’s department I shall be much benefited 
by the assistance of Mr Robert Patterson. If therefore, you can dispense with his 
services in the line, you will oblige.” Stricker wrote to request that, “Mr. Patterson 
having received an appointment in the Inspector’s department, will be exempt from 
Military service, in the 3rd Brigd.” Thompson obligingly signed off, “Robt. Patterson 
Discharged Sept 1814.” As a result, Patterson became Assistant Division Inspector 
under Maj. Gen. Samuel Smith. Jeremiah Sullivan was similarly transferred to become 
quartermaster in the Third Division. Patterson and Sullivan thus went on to hold 
key positions elsewhere in the military command in Baltimore.29 

In early September, Smith ordered Thompson to send a detachment of his men 
to North Point to reconnoiter the enemy:

Captain Thompson will detach a Lieutenant and ten men forthwith to north 
Point for the purpose of procuring and communicating correct information 
as to the enemy. The officer will provide himself with a good spy-glass he will 
station his men at such points between north point and head qtrs as to give 
information with the greatest dispatch. Forage can be obtained at the meeting 
house—and it is believed that Capt Thompson’s men will prefer taking their 
rations with them, which they will provide for several days.

Thus, we know that eleven of Thompson’s First Baltimore Horse Artillery, a 
lieutenant and ten men, were detailed as videttes at North Point in preparation for 
the expected British landing there. That landing occurred on the morning of Sep-
tember 12, when the British found no American opposition to putting their troops 
ashore at Old Road Bay, in the vicinity of present-day Fort Howard. The remainder 
of the troop stayed near headquarters and “drilled in the Meadow” (near Clifton 
mansion) per Henry Thompson’s journal until September 10 when he received new 
orders from Smith that stated: “In obedience to General Orders Captain Thompson 
will immediately detail an officer & twenty men who must be prepared for a tour of 
several days. The officer will call at Head Quarters for orders.”30 

On September 11, Henry Thompson wrote in his journal, 
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Sunday—Rec. information that the British have several Ships coming up the 
Bay, and during the day upwards of 30 arrived at the mouth of our River, went 
to Town, dined at Mrs. Wests in great haste, for the alarm Guns were fired at 
one o’clock, and the whole Brigade was immediately under Arms, and marched 
towards North Point, my troop was ordered to attend Gen Smith. 

From this, we learn that not only an officer and twenty men but his entire unassigned 
troop was ordered to attend to Maj. Gen. Samuel Smith at headquarters. 

At the moment the enemy were landing their troops and forming up to begin 
their advance on Baltimore, Henry Thompson and most of his men were carrying 
dispatches between the different commanders, including between Smith on Hamp-
stead Hill and Armistead at Fort McHenry across a scow bridge specially built be-
tween Fells Point and Federal Hill to aid movement of troops and communications 
during the crisis. 

The light dragoons who carried out scouting duties on the Patapsco Neck pen-
insula were commanded by Henry’s old nemesis, Lt. Col. James Biays. In Stricker’s 
later report to Smith about the Battle of North Point, he mentions that “advanced 
videttes” had gone to scout the British landing: “At seven o’clock on the morning 
of the 12th, I received information from the advanced videttes that the enemy were 
debarking troops.” These videttes probably included the lieutenant and ten men of 
the First Baltimore Horse Artillery that Thompson had been ordered to send to 
North Point.31 

It was a September morning but it was no cool, fall-like day. Col. Arthur Brooke 
was left to supervise the ship to shore transport of the remaining troops while General 
Ross and Admiral Cockburn rode ahead with the advance elements. Brooke wrote 
in his diary that the day was so hot that he had to get the men under the shade of the 
trees because they were falling by the score from the heat.32 A hastily written letter 
from General Stricker’s aide-de-camp, Maj. George P. Stevenson, written on behalf 
of the general that morning, informed Smith of the rapidly unfolding situation—

Headquarters 3rd Brigade, Cook’s Tavern 1/4 past 7 o’clock, 
[September 12, 1814]

Sir, Col. Biays has this instant sent me verbal information that the enemy are 
landing from all their ships on the bluff above North Point. . . . Our whole 
Brigade are under arms—and I shall occupy the entrenched position with my 
advance of the two Regiments & some artillery—altho the entrenchments are 
not complete. . . . Please send a fresh dragoon with any orders you may have—
and let the bearer ride brisquely back. . . .

1/2 past seven, the enemy are advancing—quickly—being already near Gorsuch’s 
[Farm].33
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As at Bladensburg, it was a fluid situation with the defenders having to contend 
with an aggressive, experienced enemy which consciously sought to outwit the 
inexperienced American militia. The “entrenched position” mentioned in the letter 
refers to an unfinished trench across the peninsula where it narrows at what was 
then known as Humphrey’s Creek, an arm of Bear Creek. The location, north of the 
present-day community of Edgemere, Baltimore County, has now been obliterated 
by construction of the Baltimore Beltway, Interstate 695, and an interchange with 
North Point Boulevard. In 1814, the main road on the peninsula was what is now 
known as Old North Point Road (Maryland Route 20), which was used by the Brit-
ish and American troops alike.

The British advance guard had the impression that the Americans were still 
working on the trench as they advanced up the peninsula, but that might have been 
a mistaken notion. Nonetheless, a letter from General Samuel Smith to the city’s 
Committee of Vigilance and Safety dated September 4 had asked for men to work 
for a week on the entrenchment which would have taken the men up to the day 
before the landing. (Smith wrote, “I wish to employ One Hundred men in raising 
Breastworks on the road to North Point for one week.”). It is not known if Stricker 
intended to bring his whole force of four combat regiments to the unfinished trench 
to meet the advancing enemy (likely leaving his 6th Regiment in reserve as he did 
during the actual Battle of North Point later, soon after mid-day, on September 12), 
and not just two regiments as stated in Stevenson’s letter. In any case, the opportunity 
was lost—the enemy was already at Gorsuch’s farm, beyond the entrenchment.34

Stricker recalled later, “My videttes soon brought information that the enemy in 
small force was enjoying himself at Gorsuch’s farm.”35

It was while at the Gorsuch farm that General Ross and Admiral Cockburn 
breakfasted, no doubt expecting an easy march to the city, similar to the unchal-
lenged march the British had made from Benedict in Charles County through Prince 
George’s County to Bladensburg. It was while at the farm that the general interrogated 
three captured dragoons, one of them being Sgt. William B. Buchanan of the First 
Baltimore Hussars, son of General Smith’s business partner. On being told that the 
city was defended mostly by 20,000 militia, Ross supposedly famously declared, “I 
don’t care if it rains militia!” And, in reply to an enquiry from Mr. Gorsuch about 
whether he would be back for dinner, “I will sup in Baltimore or in hell.” Within 
about an hour, the British commander would be mortally wounded in a skirmish 
preceding the Battle of North Point.36 

Against some American and British expectations, Stricker’s force fought the 
British capably, causing some fifty British dead, including General Ross, and around 
150 wounded compared with only thirty or so American dead. Stricker’s 3,200 militia 
that fought the battle just north of Bear Creek were made up largely of men of the 
Baltimore City (or Third) Brigade, comprising the 5th, 27th, 39th, and 51st Regiments, 
supplemented with a company of militia from Hagerstown and two companies of 
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Pennsylvania militia. When the new British commander, Colonel Brooke, ordered 
his 4th Regiment of Foot to march toward Back River to try to outflank Stricker’s left, 
the American regiments on the left—the 39th and 51st Regiments—began to retreat 
in disorder. However, the two better-drilled American regiments, the 5th and 27th, 
remained in line, exchanging fire with the enemy until ordered to retreat. Stricker’s 
force then joined the other Baltimore troops at the entrenchments on Hampstead Hill, 
ready for the British army’s expected attack on the city itself. To Admiral Cockburn’s 
aide, Lt. James Scott, R.N., the Battle of North Point would be the second edition 
of the “Bladensburg Races” while to Stricker and commander-in-chief Smith the 
brigadier general and his militiamen had achieved what they had been ordered to 
do—to at least delay the British advance, cause significant casualties, and give the 
enemy a taste of what they could expect if they tried to assault the city.37

Smith reported later to acting Secretary of War James Monroe about the actions 
on September 13 as the enemy appeared in front of the entrenchments. He stated that 
he ordered countering movements by Generals Winder and Stricker that “induced 
the enemy to concentrate his forces in my front, pushing his advance to within a mile 
of us, driving in our videttes.” These videttes probably included  the light dragoons 
of the First Baltimore Horse Artillery along with men of other cavalry units.38 

In the end, Fort McHenry withstood the Royal Navy’s fierce twenty-five-hour 
bombardment on September 13–14 during heavy rain. The British were unable to get 
past the fort and send shallow draft vessels into the city’s inner harbor to bombard 
the American entrenchments to aid the army in its attack. When Colonel Brooke 
received a note from British commander-in-chief Vice Admiral Sir Alexander Co-
chrane, he decided to withdraw to the ships. The disappointed Brooke wrote in his 
diary, “If I took the place, I should have been the greatest man in England. If I lost, 
My Military Character was gone for ever.”39

“The Battle of North Point near Baltimore, September 12, 1814.” (Painting by Thomas Ruckle. 
Maryland Historical Society.)
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Thompson wrote a brief summary of the previous three days in his journal entry 
on September 14: 

The last three days I have been on close duty in Camp, on Monday the 3rd Brigade 
engaged the Enemy in Patapsco Neck & fought well, but being overpowered 
were obliged to retreat, the enemy advanced yesterday to Murrays, and retreated 
this morning to their Vessels being afraid of our numbers.

On September 19, General Smith gave recognition to the troops under his com-
mand in the day’s General Orders. He paid Thompson and his men a fine compliment 
for their service as his personal guard and their messenger and scouting duties: 

To Captain Thompson of the Flying Artillery and his company, the Commanding 
General tenders his thanks for their unremitting personal attention as his guard, 
their readiness in carrying orders and the various separate duties assigned them, 
and to Major [William B.] Barney and Captain Thompson with their corps of 
observation for the correct information received from them.40

After the Battle of Baltimore, there was real concern among the American com-
manders that, after regrouping, the British would return to try to capture the city. 
Militiamen remained in the entrenchments of Hampstead Hill and vigilance was 
maintained, while the defenses were strengthened in case of a renewed attack.41

Thompson and his troop remained on duty at Smith’s headquarters through Sep-
tember 20. A slight easing of the city’s tension might be apparent in that Thompson’s 
journal entries from September 21 through October 18 show that Henry and his 
troop were not on close duty at headquarters but instead commuted to Baltimore 
each day to perform their duties. 

The citizens and militia were requested to shore up the entrenchments that col-
lapsed in the heavy storms on September 13–14 during the Battle of Baltimore and 
additional heavy rains at the end of September. On October 4, Captain Thompson 
sent a letter to the Committee of Vigilance and Safety offering the services of the 
First Baltimore Horse Artillery to work on the fortifications. Two days later, on 
October 6, as Henry recorded in his journal, “Went with all my company to work at 
the Entrenchments on Chincopin Hill, did a good days work.”42

From October 19 through the end of November, Thompson developed a close 
relationship with Gen. Winfield Scott (1786–1866), the new commander of the 10th 
Military District, as the following journal entries attest: 

October 19. Gen. [Winfield] Scott arrived to take command of this District, 
accompanied him to the Fort… Gen. Smith resigned. 
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October 20. This day being appointed for public Thanksgiving, was observed 
with great Solemnity. Went to Town & accompanied my company to Church, 
called on Gen Scott. . . .

October 21. Went to Town, and accompanied Gen. Scott with an escort to Battle 
Ground. Dined at Col [John Eager] Howards with the General & large party.

October 26. Fine warm day, . . . rode through Camp with Gen. Scott, afterwards 
dined at his Quarters & accompanied him to the Theatre in the evening.

October 30. Escorted . . . Gen. Scott a few Miles towards Washington, returned 
home to Dinner.

On October 31, the Committee of Vigilance and Safety per the 3rd Brigade 
Order Book, “intimated to the Brigadier General, the necessity of resorting to the 
military for further aid in the construction of the Fortifications now going on, and 
expressing their hope, that on an appeal to the patriotism of several corps of the 3rd 
Brigade the same aid heretofore rendered would continue: The Brigadier General 
respectfully solicits another days labour from each corps.” 

Thompson wrote in his journal on November 9, “Fine day, went to work with my 
Troop at the Entrenchments, where they performed very well & cheerfully near the 
Sugar House.” R. G. Hite, Assistant Adjutant General of the 10th Military Division, 
ordered on November 7, “The three companies of volunteer artillery, commanded 
by Capts Nicholson, Berry and Pennington heretofore attached to Fort McHenry 
will remain subject to the orders of Lt Col Armistead. . . . Second, Capt Thompson 
Company of Volunteer Horse Artillery, will for the present, act as light Dragoons 
and remain attached to Head Qtrs.”43 

This order was apparently made in preparation to General Scott’s order on 
November 18 to discharge the Baltimore militia: “The whole of the 3rd Maryland 
brigade, with the exception of Capt. Thompson’s troop, Lieutenant Colonel Harris’s 
regiment artillery and Captain Stiles’ corps of marine artillery, will soon as muster 
today, consider themselves discharged from the service of the United States.”44 

The First Baltimore Horse Artillery, acting “as a light Dragoons” unit would re-
main in the service of the United States along with the other units mentioned to be 
on watch for further possible British threats to Baltimore until November 30 when 
Henry Thompson wrote in his journal “Went to Town & attended Muster & Inspec-
tion of my company, which afterwards dismissed the service of the United States. 
Dined at Mr. Oliver’s in company with Gen. Scott.” No more entries in the journals 
were made hereafter about the First Baltimore Horse Artillery, although a note for 
December 3 noted a darker side to military life. Thompson wrote, “Went to Town at 
12 o’clock rode on Chincopin Hill to see a Man who Sentenced by Court Martial to 
be shot, he was reprieved when on his knees expecting the fatal moment.” 
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Henry’s journal for early 1815 provides a further glimpse of Baltimore at the 
conclusion of the War of 1812. They also chronicle Henry’s continued close ties to 
General Scott as well as the general’s help in starting Henry’s son, Henry Anthony 
(“Hal”) Thompson (1800–1880), on a military career: 

February 12. Heard of British having retreated from New Orleans.

February 13. Joyful news arrived of Peace with England brot by a Sloop of War 
to N. York.

February 15. The city illuminated this Night in Honor of Gen. Jackson’s Victory 
[at New Orleans on January 8].

May 13. Gen Scott sent out a Warrant for Henry as Cadet.

May 18. Hal returned from Hagers Town, preparatory to going to West Point 
Academy.45 

Henry Thompson after the War
In addition to his long and distinguished career as a prominent merchant-planter in 
Baltimore city and county, Henry Thompson had a major role in the development of 
the city. He was the builder and president (1816–1830) of the Baltimore and Harford 
Turnpike Company (now Harford Road), that eventually ended at Conowingo, Harford 
County, and provided grain transport from Pennsylvania. In 1818 he was appointed as 
one of the commissioners in the Poppleton Survey for laying out the streets of Baltimore 
(present-day Edmondson Avenue was once called Thompson Street). 46 

Although a bank crash in 1819 spelled financial ruin for a number of Baltimore 
merchants, Thompson somehow managed to weather the storm. One merchant, 
the aging retired Scottish-born merchant Mark Pringle, was lynched on a city street 
corner by an angry mob.47 The long-established and successful firm of Smith and 
Buchanan went bankrupt. In his memoirs, future President John Quincy Adams 
noted that with the demise of Smith and Buchanan “one of the greatest commercial 
establishments in the United States . . . [fell] with a crash which staggered the whole 
city of Baltimore.” Samuel Smith’s business partner, James A. Buchanan, was indicted 
along with two others for financial irregularities and put on trial in Bel Air, Harf-
ord County, but was eventually acquitted. Smith himself was not indicted, possibly 
because of his political connections. Although the firm of Smith and Buchanan was 
no more, Smith remained a congressman for Maryland. The outcome of the trial 
seemed to indicate that the court believed that the defunct company was to an extent 
a victim of the nation’s economic woes rather than that there had been punishable 
wrongdoing. While Buchanan died in obscurity, his former partner Samuel Smith 
would earn a fresh place in the Baltimore spotlight some years later.48

As time went on, Henry Thompson became a director of the Port Deposit Rail-
road, the Bank of Baltimore, and the Merchant’s Exchange. He served as president of 
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the Board of Trade and the Baltimore Insurance Company, and as recording secretary 
of the Maryland Agricultural Society. In the Maryland militia, he was marshal at the 
dedication ceremonies for laying of the cornerstones for the Washington Monument 
and the Battle Monument in 1815. In 1824, he was a marshal for the celebration in 
honor of a ceremonial tour of Baltimore by General Marie-Joseph Paul Yves Roch 
Gilbert du Motier, the Marquis de Lafayette (1757–1834). Thompson was a military 
aide when the cornerstone for the B&O Railroad was laid in 1828 and also served as 
the grand marshal of a procession in memory of Lafayette when the Revolutionary 
War hero died in 1834. 49 

Further economic woes impacted Baltimore into the 1830s. The failure of the 
Bank of Maryland led in August 1835 to rioting in the city by disgruntled citizens. 
Henry’s old commander, Samuel Smith, came out of retirement to command the 
militia in putting down the riot. Successful in this endeavor and as a result hailed by 
the more peaceful citizens of Baltimore, Smith was elected mayor on September 7 
and served in this position until his death at age eighty-seven nearly four years later.50 

Thompson was asked by the city government to form a troop of horse to help police 
the city in case of further rioting. Despite being now aged sixty-one and stricken with 
gout, the War of 1812 veteran agreed to do so. As related in Henry’s journal, the unit, 
known as the City Horse Guards, was formed at a meeting at Beltzhoover’s Hotel on 
October 3. In 1835 Henry also became a commissioner of the Commercial Bank of 
Baltimore, with Quaker merchant Johns Hopkins being a fellow commissioner. Four 
years later, after Thompson’s death, Hopkins would purchase the Clifton estate for a 
summer home and greatly remodel Henry’s mansion in the Italianate style.

Henry Thompson died in Baltimore two years later on August 24, 1837, the 
twenty-third anniversary of the Battle of Bladensburg. He was initially buried at 
Christ Church Cemetery and later re-interred along with part of his family at Green 
Mount Cemetery, section V, lot 37.

The failure to document the history of Thompson’s troop until now is not sur-
prising.51 The difficult wrangling that took place between Thompson and regimental 
cavalry commander Lt. Col. James Biays and rebirth of the same unit under another 
name was tortuous enough, but further confusing is that records show a large number 
of names were employed to refer to Thompson’s renamed troop: “Capt. Thompson’s 
Horse Artillery,” “Capt. Thompson of the Light Artillery,” “Capt. Thompson’s Corps,” 
“Capt. Thompson of the Flying Artillery,” “Capt. Thompson’s Company of Volunteer 
Horse Artillery,” “Capt. Thompson’s Company of Cavalry, Maryland Militia,” “Capt. 
Thompson’s Troop,” and “Capt. Thompson’s Independent Horse Artillery.” Nelson 
Mott Bolton discovered the subscription list for the unit at the Maryland Historical 
Society for the members of the troop who contributed money to the Committee 
of Vigilance and Safety for the defense of Baltimore. At the National Archives in 
Washington, D.C., he found the rosters for 1814 for the First Baltimore Horse Artil-
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lery but under the description, “Capt. Thompson’s Company of Cavalry, Maryland 
Militia.” It seems typical of the complicated history of the troop that although these 
rosters are dated 1814, they bear a designation other than the official name of the 
unit at that time. 

Using these service records, Nelson Bolton compiled for the first time a complete 
list of members of the troop by rank and researched each man’s life (Table 1). We 
believe this may be the first time a Maryland militia unit has been profiled genea-
logically. The average age was thirty-two years, and the troopers ranged from age 
eighteen to fifty. The men were, for the most part, members of the elite merchant 
class of Baltimore. Most were born in Maryland and Pennsylvania, three were from 
Massachusetts and one from Connecticut. In addition to Henry Thompson’s English 
origin, six were natives of Ireland. Hieronymus Daniel Wichelhausen was a native 
of Bremen, Germany, and apparently never became a citizen of the United States. 
Technically, this was a breach of regulations for service in the Maryland Militia—
militia rolls show numerous instances of men who were discharged because it was 
shown that they were not citizens. British aliens and other non-citizens were required 
to report to a U.S. marshal under federal law.52

The unit included a number of notable Baltimore names: three sons of Revolu-
tionary War hero and former governor of Maryland, Colonel John Eager Howard: 
John Eager Howard Jr., William Howard, and George Howard, who himself became 
the governor of Maryland in 1831; two sons of powerful city merchant William Pat-
terson and his wife Dorcas (Spear) Patterson—Robert Patterson and Joseph Wilson 
Patterson, the latter a founding board member of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and 
interim president in 1836; three Hoffman brothers (George, Peter Jr., and Samuel), 
prominent wholesale merchants; George Brown, son of banker Alexander Brown 
(1764–1834), who ultimately became financier for the firm and would succeed his 
father as head of Alexander Brown & Sons; Jacob Hollingsworth—son of Col. Samuel 
Hollingsworth; John Kennedy—father of John Pendleton Kennedy; Edward Gray, 
owner of a cotton mill operated by the Gray Manufacturing Company in Ellicott 
City; William Jenkins, often called the father of the leather industry in Baltimore; 
Jesse Slingluff, prominent wholesale merchant; six early graduates of the University 
of Maryland School of Medicine—Drs. George W. Dashiell, Elisha DeButts, William 
Gibson Jr., of Rose Hill, William Howard, Thomas Johnson Jr., of Rockland, and 
Maxwell McDowell; and finally two other representatives of local landed families—
George Carr Grundy of Bolton and Lloyd Nicholas Rogers of Druid Hill. 
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Capt. Henry Thompson 
1st Lt. Jacob Hollingsworth
2nd Lt. John Diffenderffer†
2nd Lt. John Eager Howard Jr.
3rd Lt. Joseph Wilson Patterson
Quarter Master Sgt. Lionel Lyde Goodwin
1st Sgt. George Hoffman
2nd Sgt. William Jenkins
3rd Sgt. Peter Hoffman Jr.
4th Sgt. John Henderson
1st Cpl. John Kennedy
2nd Cpl. Jesse Slingluff
3rd Cpl. George Carr Grundy
4th Cpl. Joseph Worley
Pvt. Robert Cocks Armstrong
Pvt. William Ballard
Pvt. William Bosley
Pvt. Theodore S. Boyce
Pvt. George Brown
Pvt. John Reynolds Campbell
Pvt. George Washington Dashiell‡
Pvt. Elisha DeButts‡
Pvt. Joseph Donaldson Jr.
Pvt. Nicholas Dorsey
Pvt. Peregrine Falconer
Pvt. Joseph P. Floyd
Pvt. William Gibson Jr.
Pvt. Edward Gray
Pvt. Benjamin H. Gwinn
Pvt. Andrew Hall
Pvt. Benedict William Hall
Pvt. Runyon Harris

Pvt. Govert Haskins
Pvt. Jonas Hastings Jr.
Pvt. Samuel Hoffman
Pvt. George Howard§
Pvt. William Howard‡
Pvt. May Humphreys
Pvt. Caecilius Coudon Jamison
Pvt. Thomas Johnson Jr.‡
Pvt. Middleton B. Magruder
Pvt. Maxwell McDowell‡
Pvt. Francis Ignatius Mitchell
Pvt. Richard Bennett Mitchell
Pvt. Benjamin Hall Mullikin
Pvt. Charles Nichols
Pvt. Benjamin Bradford Norris Jr.
Pvt. Richard Norris  
Pvt. William Norris Jr.
Pvt. Robert Patterson†
Pvt. John Mellon Prentiss
Pvt. Lloyd Nicholas Rogers
Pvt. Richard Cumming Stockton
Pvt. Jacob Stouffer
Pvt. Jeremiah Sullivan†
Pvt. Michael Tiernan
Pvt. Charles Torrance Jr.
Pvt. Hieronymus Daniel Wichelhausen
Pvt. John Wilson
Pvt. Robert Wilson
Pvt. John Yeiser Jr.

Lewis, Servant to Capt. Thompson
Hamlet, Servant to Subaltern

Compiled Roster for the First Baltimore Horse Artillery  —  
“Capt. Thompson’s Company of Cavalry, Maryland Militia,” 1814*

* Compiled from rosters for 1814 found under the name Capt. H. Thompson’s Company 
of Cavalry, Maryland Militia, RG 94, National Archives.
† Sometime in spring, 2nd Lt. John Diffenderffer resigned and became a private in Capt. 
Joseph H. Nicholson’s volunteer artillery company, the Baltimore Fencibles, at Fort 
McHenry; in September, Pvt. Robert Patterson left to become assistant inspector in the 
Third Division of Maryland Militia and Pvt. Jeremiah Sullivan left to become division 
quartermaster.
‡ Physician.     § Future governor of Maryland.
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NOTES

The authors thank Robert von Lunz and Priscilla M. Thompson for their assistance with this 
article. A fourth great-grandson of Capt. Henry Thompson, Nelson Mott Bolton has begun 
a War of 1812 Bicentennial exhibit at Clifton mansion focused on the First Baltimore Horse 
Artillery and has published a pamphlet of the biographies of its members along with portraits 
and their homes. As part of the display, the United Volunteers re-enactors have displayed 
some of their artifacts. Michael Bosworth has also loaned objects from his collection on 
Maryland Light Dragoons re-enactment group.
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John Work Garrett, Civil War 
Photography, and the Varieties of 
Historical Causation
MATTHEW J. HETRICK

In October of 1862 President Abraham Lincoln traveled to Antietam to meet with 
General George B. McClellan. He traveled on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
(B&O), and the president of the road, John Work Garrett, accompanied him on 

the journey. Several group photographs were taken during the visit, one including 
Garrett. More than ten years later, Garrett had a new photograph created. In the 
original, Lincoln and McClellan were in the middle, with ten other men arrayed 
around them. In this first photograph Garrett was on the periphery, only one of a 
crowd. The new photograph, created by a local Baltimore studio, presented only 
Lincoln, McClellan, and Garrett against an indistinct camp background. The new 
composition placed Garrett on an equal footing with the other two men and implicitly 
drew attention to his contributions to the Union victory.

Although it was evidently never seen outside the Garrett family, this new pho-
tograph is not simply an artifact of antiquarian interest. Instead, it is a lens through 
which to observe several issues: the role of business and railroads in the Civil War, 
the conflict and tension in the Border States, ongoing efforts toward sectional rec-
onciliation, changing attitudes toward photography, and the varieties and complexi-
ties of historical causation. This photographic re-presentation symbolizes Garrett’s 
conscious construction of self and historical memory, but an understanding of this 
process must begin with Garrett’s role during the Civil War.

John Work Garrett was elected president of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
in 1858, thanks largely to the support of his friend and fellow board member Johns 
Hopkins. The next fall, on the morning of October 17, 1859, a telegram arrived at the 
B&O office. Although confusing and unclear, something untoward was happening 
along the B&O at Harper’s Ferry. That summer, radical abolitionist John Brown had 
rented a farmhouse near Sharpsburg, Maryland. From there, under an assumed name, 
he planned to assemble a group of men, take possession of the arsenal at nearby 
Harper’s Ferry, and lead a slave uprising. The plan at first worked to perfection. The 
telegram to the B&O was the first hint to the outside world that trouble was brewing. 
Garrett alerted Secretary of War John B. Floyd that same day—the day after Brown 
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had seized the arsenal. Colonel Robert E. Lee was ordered to Harper’s Ferry to subdue 
Brown and his men. After doing so, Lee returned to Baltimore where he was met 
and congratulated by Garrett, the beginning of a friendship that lasted many years.1
Brown’s raid, though unsuccessful, created great fear and consternation in Virginia 
and across the South, but also in Maryland and along the B&O.

In November 1860, Abraham Lincoln’s election to the presidency stoked Gar-
rett’s concerns. He wrote to J. Pearra in Unionville, Maryland, about the influence 
of political conditions on the stock market, to which Pearra replied that “the South 
is acting a [very] great farce, And they will presently be ashaimed of it. One thing is 
[very] certain they will soon show to the world, they are either great Men or big babies.”2

Garrett’s brother Henry wrote his friend Thomas Campbell in Springfield, Illinois, 
home of President-elect Lincoln, in mid-November. On the twenty-first Campbell 
replied, “The Fugitive slave law will be enforced, at least Republican friends here say 
so. In my opinion Mr. Lincoln wants to do the right thing, if the thing can be done and 
he remain inside of his party, but that he can do so we Democrats doubt very much.”3

Clearly the Garrett brothers, among many others, were concerned about the country, 
though John seemed more interested in personal questions of finance than broader 
issues. As 1860 closed, John Garrett maintained his political ties and relationships 
with the usual spate of free passes for men of influence to travel on the B&O.

The concern continued into 1861. Henry Garrett received a letter from New 
York bemoaning Lincoln’s failure to break the blockade of Fort Sumter in South 
Carolina and “abolish ‘African Slavery.’” The author even prophesied a coming 
“Holy War!”4 In this strange amalgamation of evangelical enthusiasm, political 
commentary, religious imagery, and racist opinions, were harbingers of the debates 
to come about the war’s purpose and its causation. Lincoln had not yet acted against 
the southern blockade of Fort Sumter, and this call to action, as well as the desire 
for universal emancipation, was still the minority view. On April 13, 1861, John 
Garrett wrote to “His Excellency Jefferson Davis” in Montgomery, introducing a 
Russian baron who was curious about the country “and particularly in its internal 
improvements.”5 The South Carolina militia had fired on Fort Sumter the day be-
fore. Garrett preserved a copy of the letter, no doubt concerned about accusations 
of southern complicity. Still, the way he chose to address Davis and his apparent 
familiarity with the Confederate president placed Garrett in an uncomfortable 
position. Like many Marylanders, the Garretts were torn between two worlds and 
tried to maintain their neutrality. John Garrett’s personal sympathies lay with the 
South, but his business tied him to the North. Those ties proved strong enough, 
and he never demonstrated the slightest disloyalty to the Union.6 He walked that 
tightrope throughout the Civil War.

Following the attack on Fort Sumter, Lincoln called for northern troops to de-
fend Washington. On April 16, 1861, H. J. Jewett telegraphed Garrett from Zanesville, 
Ohio. “It is reported here that your Company will not transport Government troops 
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through Virginia to Washington City if Any are raising in the West—Am I authorised 
to Contradict it.” Garrett immediately replied:

You are authorised to contradict the statement.—Our Company is transporting, 
Government troops to Washington. Our entire line is free from excitement or 
difficulty & all descriptions of business are being transacted with usual regular-
ity and dispatch. Anticipating the misrepresentation of rival lines I forwarded 
to you yesterday a correspondence on this subject which I hope you have 
received.—You are further authorised to give to all shippers the guarantee of 
this Co. for any damage in transportation upon its Road which may arise from 
political or military action.7

Garrett would obey the federal government, but was also concerned about rival 
railroads smearing his reputation and the possibility of lost business. He would soon 
have other, graver concerns.

On April 19, 1861, Massachusetts troops on their way to Washington were march-
ing through Baltimore, traveling the few blocks from one train station to another, 
when they were attacked by a mob of outraged citizens. Sixteen people were killed 
and many more wounded in the riot, marking Baltimore as the site of the Civil 
War’s first fatalities.8 For the two previous days Garrett had been furiously com-
municating by letter and telegraph about troop movements. On the nineteenth, the 
mayor and governor advised “that the troops now here be sent back to the Borders 
of Maryland,” and Garrett readily complied.9 That day a chilling, anonymous letter 
arrived for Garrett:

Sir, One Hundred of us, Firm Respectable, Resolute Men—have determined & 
Sworn to each other, to destroy “every” Bridge & tear up your track on both lines 
of your Road. . . . If you carry Another Soldier over either line of your Road after 
Saturday April 20th. We trust dear Sir that you will hearken unto the request of 
your Southern Fellow Citizens & save us this labour which we will very much 
regret to undertake. . . . Many of our Committee know you personally, some 
Intimately, but the nature of our Oaths prevent us from seeing you in person. I 
am requested Sir to thus notify you. We have a large force ready to answer our 
call. Very Respectfully, The Secretary.10

Over the next few days the mayor and governor arranged with the Lincoln ad-
ministration for the soldiers to bypass Baltimore by sailing down the Chesapeake 
to Annapolis. Although Garrett was involved in these discussions by telegraph, and 
desirous of avoiding any more violence, sections of the B&O were torn up anyway. It is 
unclear how many “respectable” and “intimate” friends of Garrett’s were involved.

The support of the railroads and border states was central to the Union effort. 
Garrett’s position as president of the B&O, headquartered in Baltimore, placed him 
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in a key position, a fact of which he was proudly aware. Commanding crucial rail 
lines to and from Washington meant that the president and members of his ad-
ministration frequently called on Garrett to move men and matérial. Confederates 
recognized the importance of the B&O as well. Alexander Stephens, vice-president 
of the Confederacy, in reflecting later upon the Civil War observed that “the real 
crisis passed in those early months, after the fall of Fort Sumter, when the South was 
waiting for Maryland to act, and Lincoln prevented that State from seceding—largely 
because of the fact that the over-whelming influence exerted by the Baltimore & 
Ohio was exerted in favor of the Washington government.”11 Southern sympathizers 
frequently tore up the track, and Garrett called on Secretary of War Edwin Stanton 
to provide more troops for security. Prior to being named secretary of war, Stanton 
had been general counsel to the Ohio Railroad, which was already being merged 
into the larger B&O. Garrett and Stanton’s mutual fondness and admiration created 
a strong professional bond.12 Throughout the war they would support and rely on 
each other.

Early in 1862, troops under General Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson tore up large 
sections of the railroad near Harper’s Ferry in western Virginia. On March 18, 1862, 
Garrett advised Stanton that, “The Harpers Ferry Bridge is completed and an engine 
has just passed over it from Maryland to Virginia” and “within a week we hope to 
open the entire line.” This missive concluded by acknowledging the cooperation and 
support necessary for this task; “I have pleasure in announcing these facts to you 
to whose comprehensive and vigorous arrangements for the protection of the Road 
we are so much indebted for the opportunity of accomplishing this work of so great 
importance to the whole country.”13 Six days later Garrett drew upon this flattery 
when he complained that, “Our Engineer advises that there are no Military guards 
west of Harpers Ferry and Our men constructing Road are apprehensive of attack in 
view of the current events in vicinity.” Refugees from these “current events,” a local 
battle near Winchester, Virginia, “informed our men that Jackson expressed surprise 
astonishment that the B&O Road could be opened soon, and a vicious determina-
tion to destroy it again at once.” Garrett concluded by asking, “in view of the great 
importance attached by the Enemy to its destruction as much as the great Necessity 
to the interests of the Country to maintain it, that you investigate whether a safe 
force has been left.”14 Garrett noted his success in thwarting Jackson, something he 
would emphasize in later life, and pointed out the continuing threat. Cooperation, 
an equal partnership between government and business, was needed to secure the 
railroad and the nation. Later that same year Garrett would accompany Lincoln, on 
the B&O Railroad, to Antietam. There, representatives of government and business 
would meet the military.

The Battle of Antietam, known as Sharpsburg in the South, took place on 
September 17, 1862. General Robert E. Lee led the Confederate army north into 
Maryland, seeking a decisive battle after a succession of Union losses. The looming 
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congressional elections and the possibility of foreign recognition gave the Confed-
eracy hope that one final battle could secure lasting independence. In Washington, 
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation was waiting in a drawer for a Union victory, 
and concern over Britain’s southern sympathies had Union morale at low ebb. When 
the armies clashed over Antietam Creek, the battle became the bloodiest single day 
of the war to that time, and one of the worst in American history. Between 6,300 and 
6,500 died, with many more maimed and disabled, four times the dead on June 6, 
1944 at Normandy, and more casualties than all other nineteenth-century American 
wars combined.15 Five days after this horrific bloodletting and tentative Union vic-
tory, Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, effective January 1, 1863. Two 
weeks later he traveled to Antietam, to review the troops and urge General George 
McClellan to pursue Lee into Virginia.

Following the issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation and despite repeated 
orders, McClellan had still not budged from his camp in western Maryland. Lincoln 
resolved to see McClellan in person, and Garrett arranged for a special train. Gar-
rett himself had traveled to see McClellan earlier that year under the auspices of 
Secretary of War Stanton.16 Lincoln and Garrett’s relationship was professional but 
cordial. Lincoln supported Garrett to his detractors, declaring “I know Mr. Garrett, 
and I like him very much. I don’t believe all the things some people say about his 
secession principles.”17 Indeed, less than two weeks earlier Daniel Bruce, a Baltimore 
lawyer, had publicly accused Garrett of “communicating such information as he 
might be possessed of, to Secessionists in preference to Union men.”18 In spite of 
these accusations, Stanton had reaffirmed his support for Garrett on September 11, 
requesting General Henry Halleck to pay “attention to some suggestions Mr. Garrett 
will make to you.”19 Lincoln also recognized the support Garrett had provided to 
the government, calling him “the right arm of the Federal Government in the aid he 
rendered the authorities in preventing the Confederates from seizing Washington 
and securing its retention as the Capital of the loyal States.”20 After Garrett had ar-
ranged the train, Lincoln no doubt invited him along as a professional courtesy. The 
train departed Washington in the morning on October 1 and arrived later that day 
at Harper’s Ferry, ten miles south of McClellan’s headquarters.

Lincoln’s visit to the battlefield, which lasted just over two days, was documented 
by Alexander Gardner, a photographer for Mathew Brady’s studio. Gardner had taken 
numerous photographs immediately following the battle and likely returned on the 
train with Lincoln. Although the president spoke with General McClellan and re-
viewed the troops, he failed in his larger purpose. McClellan still refused to cross the 
Potomac in pursuit of Lee. Lincoln relieved him of command a few weeks later.

Throughout the summer of 1863, Garrett supported the Union war effort in 
moving men and supplies on the B&O, but privately he expressed sympathy for the 
South and concern about the condition of prisoners of war on both sides.21 He also 
received confidential correspondence from the chairman of a national Democratic 
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organization urging that in the upcoming elections “the ‘Constitution as it is’ should 
be maintained and the ‘Union as it was’ restored; and that these inestimable blessings 
can only be secured, by the thorough organization and success of the Democratic 
party.”22 Garrett’s B&O supported the Union, his personal interests lay with his fel-
low Marylanders, and his politics were in line with the Democratic Party, whose 
nominee for president was General McClellan.

The Civil War enlarged Garrett’s personal fortune. After the devastation of the 
early years, passenger and freight revenues had greatly increased by 1865. Garrett 
may have supported the Union, but he was no altruist. The heaviest troop movement, 
and revenues, came with the grand reviews of the Union army in Washington after 
the collapse of the Confederacy. In seven weeks, more than 208,000 troops traveled 
on the B&O.23

Following Appomattox and Lincoln’s assassination in April 1865, Stanton 
requested that Garrett arrange for the “transportation of the remains of the late 
President, Abraham Lincoln, from Washington to their final resting place” and ac-
company Lincoln’s remains to Springfield, Illinois. Soon thereafter Garrett sent his 
friend and associate James Tinker several autographs, including Lincoln’s. Garrett’s 
association with the recently martyred president was already a source of pride, pres-
tige, and recognition. (The autograph, James Tinker noted, was of “peculiar interest 
at this time.”)24 Garrett continued to send annual passes each New Year’s, though 
now Union generals and cabinet members received them as well. He also granted 
special favors on the B&O to Edwin Stanton and Gen. Ulysses S. Grant, among 
others. In December 1868, The New York Democrat mentioned “a rumor prevalent 
that John W. Garrett, president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, is strongly urged 
for Secretary of the Treasury, in Grant’s cabinet. Mr. Garrett represents Southern 
interests, and is one of the few competent progressive men of the day.” The appoint-
ment did not come to pass.

Garrett was clearly proud of his role during the Civil War. He backed the winning 
side and was on speaking terms with the leading Union men, but he also maintained 
his Democratic bona fides and used his position to assist unfortunates caught in the 
snares of war. In the early 1870s, writers frequently requested information for various 
biographical sketches, a process Garrett facilitated.25 His careful construction of his 
public self was no accident. When Leisure Hours, A Monthly Magazine, Devoted to 
History, Biography, Prose, Poetry, Wit, Romance, Reality and Useful Information pub-
lished a sketch of Garrett in May 1871, it included a laudatory account of his actions 
during the war that emphasized his indirect confrontation with the great Stonewall 
Jackson. When some “alleged Baltimore Republicans” asked that Lincoln “take the 
road out of Garrett’s hands,” the president replied, “When any or all of you have 
done half as much to aid this government as John W. Garrett, I may consider your 
request.” In spite of Garrett’s inestimable qualities, the article went on, “He takes no 
part in politics—originally a whig, he now inclines towards the democracy, but he 
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thinks little of matters political and cares less.”26 Coincidentally, on April 20 a local 
newspaper averred that Garrett’s name was being mentioned for the Presidency of 
the United States.27 In spite of the glowing profile in Leisure Hours, Garrett’s attorney 
wrote to the publisher within the week seeking corrections. “His salary, as president 
of the Baltimore and Ohio Road is but $4,000—not $10,000 as stated.” The publisher 
replied that he was “Much obliged for honor of draft. Will you please tear out the 
biography in Leisure Hours, mark the corrections you wish and add anything you 
want, or interpolate and send these to me for the paper next week.”28

Garrett’s public persona would match his self-image; indeed he could edit it 
himself. That year another sketch of Garrett was published that was more to his lik-
ing. Authored by local reporters, Baltimore: Past and Present was a lavishly produced 
volume of local history and biographical sketches. Garrett made sure that the factual 
errors of Leisure Hours were avoided through close consultation and supervision. 
This sketch also included a portrait taken by a local studio, the Bendann Brothers. 
Readers of Garrett’s biography would have both words and image to reinforce his 
importance. The conclusion drew an implicit contrast between Garrett’s “economical 
administration” and the current impecunious administration of President Grant. 
“After he [Garrett] became President, and gave his time so largely to the duties of 
his office, the Board of Directors, by a unanimous vote, increased his salary from 
$4,000 a year, which was the rate when he took office, to $10,000 a year. This in-
crease of salary he declined.”29 Thanks to Garrett’s assistance, the authors noted the 
correct salary.

Garrett’s self-construction emphasized his role during the Civil War and his 
connections to both North and South, but postwar debates on Reconstruction and 
citizenship and suffrage for freedpeople are never mentioned in Garrett’s volumi-
nous correspondence. That was not exceptional. Indeed, many white men, North 
and South, sought to heal the wounds of war by emphasizing shared struggle and 
ignoring broader, more contentious, issues. Garrett’s potential presidential candidacy 
relied on a combination of business acumen and broad national appeal, not divisive 
social issues.

Following the war, the B&O engaged in frequent rate wars with competing 
lines and suffered declining revenues following the Panic of 1873. The war in fact 
contributed to the rate wars; martial virtues often colored the language of railroad 
executives. Even ordinary correspondence was flavored with military metaphors. 
This “Machiavellian” self-image, the railroad president as commander-in-chief, had 
some basis in fact. Both operated with remarkable autonomy within legal boundaries 
and did what was in the collective interest as they saw it.30 Garrett’s participation 
during the Civil War convinced him of his own importance and his equality with 
political and military leaders. The widespread labor uprising in 1877 challenged that 
persona.

The violent national Railroad Strike of 1877 began on the B&O. On Monday, July 
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16, Garrett proposed a 10 percent wage cut for all employees earning more than a 
dollar per day. It was the second 10 percent cut in less than a year. Violence erupted 
along the B&O and quickly spread to other lines. Garrett convinced Maryland’s gov-
ernor to call out the National Guard to regain control of the tracks at Cumberland. 
As they assembled at two regimental armories, crowds of several thousand gathered 
outside to stop them. The Guardsmen fired into the citizenry, killing ten and wound-
ing thirty-five. By late summer the strike was broken, thanks to the intervention 
of federal troops, and operations returned to normal.31 Garrett’s willingness to use 
military force was surely informed by his close association with the secretary of war 
and leading Union generals during the Civil War.

George McClellan and John Garrett maintained contact during the war and 
following McClellan’s failed run for the presidency in 1864. McClellan sought and 
received favors from Garrett noting: “If you can aid me in this affair you will add 
another to the many obligations I already owe you.” Later he thanked Garrett for 
his help and planned on the two getting together in Baltimore.32 His friendship with 
McClellan, a fellow Democrat, no doubt burnished Garrett’s self-image and reminded 
him of his importance during the war. In his later years Garrett continued to cor-
respond with other Union Democrats as well as with Jefferson Davis.33

In April 1880, Garrett sent an agent to Washington on a confidential mission. 
He was to inquire into the whereabouts of Edwin Stanton’s wartime correspondence, 
which had gone missing after the his death. The correspondence was in the hands 
of Stanton’s old clerk, Albert Johnson. Johnson’s memory was “well stored with inci-
dents of great personal interest and value to yourself,” the agent wrote to Garrett. “He 
also says that a very voluminous correspondence passing between yourself and the 
Secretary formed part of this data. . . . His recollection of many scenes in which you 
were a rather prominent actor, is vivid.” Johnson recounted the crucial role Garrett 
played in the movement of troops and supplies westward. “Mr. Stanton recognized 
and publicly declared the greater efficiency and economy to the service secured by 
such transfer. My informants believe that in this rests the secret of the influence which 
you, unquestionably, as they say, exercised over the Secretary.” Garrett’s interest in 
this information was revealed in the letter’s closing. This material, along with what 
Garrett could obtain, “would make a publication inferior to none, and if well done, 
superior to all, the War publications I have seen.”34 Like Garrett’s campaign for politi-
cal office, his memoirs of the Civil War would never come to fruition either.

Twenty years after their meeting at Antietam, McClellan and Garrett planned 
a return trip. Unfortunately, McClellan noted, “There seems to be a decision of the 
fates against our making that Antietam expedition,” but he hoped they might “make 
another attempt next November.” Garrett replied the following day. “I have felt so 
sure that you and all would enjoy the visit to Antietam that I have been quite disap-
pointed that we have thus far been unable to make the trip. I hope that yourself and 
friends, desiring the pleasant weather of next Autumn fulfill this long cherished 
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design which I am satisfied will prove most interesting.”35 John Work Garrett died 
in September 1884, before they could reunite.

Prior to the Civil War, the invention of photography revolutionized the way 
people viewed and remembered. Instead of an elusive memory or a constructed 
painting, an event could be definitively captured at the moment it happened. Ac-
cording to Allan Sekula, as people learned to see and read photographs in the nine-
teenth century, the photograph was seen as “a re-presentation of nature itself, as an 
unmediated copy of the real world.”36 No man did more to popularize photography 
than Mathew Brady, especially through his New York gallery and exhibitions. His 
Gallery of Illustrious Americans, published a few years prior to the war, presented 
representative men, North and South, in traditional pose and republican garb. In 
addition to the famous, Brady also took and displayed photographs of ordinary 
people. Photography of the eminent and ordinary would meet at Antietam through 
the mediation of one of Brady’s photographers, Alexander Gardner.

As Brady’s eyesight deteriorated, he no longer took photographs himself. Instead, 
he directed his photographers and lent his imprimatur to their work, an arrange-
ment that caused increasing tension between himself and Gardner. As manager 
of Brady’s Washington studio, it was Gardner who traveled to Antietam and took 
the photographs of the war dead—the first time in American history that the dead 
were photographed on the battlefield where they fell.37 It was possible at Sharpsburg 
because Union victory made the location safe for northern photographers, and the 
Confederates had retreated before they could bury their dead. Gardner and his as-
sistant, James F. Gibson, took the photographs shortly after the battle’s conclusion, 
between September 17 and 22.

On October 20, 1862, The New York Times ran an article about a shocking new 
photography exhibition at Brady’s studio. It began as many articles regarding war 
do, bemoaning the public’s general apathy.

The living that throng Broadway care little perhaps for the Dead at Antietam, 
but we fancy they would jostle less carelessly down the great thoroughfare, 
saunter less at their ease, were a few dripping bodies, fresh from the field, laid 
along the pavement. There would be a gathering up of skirts and a careful pick-
ing of way; conversation would be less lively, and the general air of pedestrians 
more subdued. As it is, the dead of the battle-field come to us very rarely, even 
in dreams. We see the list in the morning paper at breakfast, but dismiss its 
recollection with the coffee . . . We recognize the battle-field as a reality, but it 
stands as a remote one.38 

In a time before newspaper photography, drawings and woodcuts did not convey 
the horror of battle, especially this new industrial warfare. However, these photo-
graphs from Mathew Brady have “done something to bring home to us the terrible 
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reality and earnestness of war. If he has not brought the bodies and laid them at our 
door-yards and along the streets, he has done something very like it.” His gallery 
exhibit “The Dead of Antietam” draws “Crowds of people” who are “bending down 
to look in the pale faces of the dead, chained by the strange spell that dwells in 
dead men’s eyes.” Reunited in death, “Union soldier and Confederate, side by side, 
here they lie.”39 The dead are already reunited as brothers, though in fact the Union 
soldiers were already buried at the time of the photographs. The black and white 
images conflate the soldiers’ identities. Individuals are distinguishable but not the 
side they fought on nor the cause for which they died. The emphasis is on shared, 
white, sacrifice. There is no mention of the pending Emancipation Proclamation or 
why these soldiers died. Their sacrifice is noteworthy in and of itself. The avoidance 
of race and the drive toward reconciliation was already beginning.40

Alexander Gardner photograph of Confederate dead along the Hagerstown Pike, Antietam Battlefield. 
(Courtesy, Ross J. Kelbaugh.)
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It is also significant that these were photographs, not paintings. In addition to 
the perception of unfiltered reality, they were commodities. Photography as mass 
production is frequently linked to industrialization, but the better and more ac-
curate parallel may be modern warfare. The Civil War created a great demand for 
the serial industrial production of ammunition and spare parts. Additionally, the 
ongoing replacement of lost limbs with mechanical ones and dead men with new 
recruits meant that exact photographic copies of dead soldiers possessed a frighten-
ing liminality.41

One man who was unhappy with the New York exhibition of the “Dead at 
Antietam” was its author, Alexander Gardner. The men directly responsible for the 
photographs, Gardner and his assistant James F. Gibson, go unmentioned. Although 
they copyrighted their work, only fine print at the photos edge, often obscured by 
framing, acknowledged their presence. Mathew Brady’s promotional efforts made 
sure that his name was the only one visible. By May of the following year, Gardner 
had opened his own Washington studio. Gibson accompanied him, along with all 
of the Antietam negatives.42

The photographs of Lincoln at Antietam were taken between October 2 and 
4. John Garrett only appears in one of these, a group portrait taken before Lincoln 
reviewed the troops on the morning of October 2. Garrett, second from the right, 
is shunted to the side, away from Lincoln and McClellan, his inclusion apparently 
incidental. Although Garrett’s railroad and position as a border state Democrat and 
businessman were important to the Union war effort, he was far from the center of 
these proceedings. The picture itself is not the spontaneous composition it first ap-
pears. The men are all standing in front of camp chairs, which evidently had been 
in recent use, except Lincoln’s bodyguard. He no doubt remains seated because 
his dress and height are similar to those of President Lincoln, the central figure in 
this composition. The men are all in a three-quarter pose common to portraiture. 
Certainly Gardner was familiar with it. Indeed, many of the photographs of the war 
dead were likely positioned as well.43

More than ten years after the original event, John Garrett took advantage of new 
photographic techniques developed in a Baltimore studio to re-present the original 
Antietam photograph. The local photographers who took Garrett’s photograph for 
his profile in Baltimore: Past and Present had known him for some time. Brothers 
Daniel and David Bendann were born in Richmond. Daniel had moved to Baltimore 
in 1858, the year of Garrett’s election to the B&O presidency, and opened his own 
studio. That year he traveled the length of the B&O’s westward line, taking pictures 
for Harper’s. David joined his older brother in Baltimore prior to the Civil War, and 
with its coming they began publishing a series of carte de viste portraits of southern 
military and political leaders from earlier negatives. Other photographers, including 
Mathew Brady, later pirated many of those images.44 Daniel Bendann later remi-
nisced, “Robert E. Lee stopped in Baltimore on his way South just before the war to 
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have a photograph of himself in the United States uniform for some of his friends.”45

Their southern sympathies frequently caused them trouble. Daniel was imprisoned 
in 1862 after an altercation with a Union naval officer and only released after he had 
signed an oath of allegiance. David was briefly detained by military authorities in 
1865 and accused of “disloyal language and keeping at his daguerreotype establish-
ment the negative of likenesses of Rebel Generals.” He was released on parole when 
a search of the studio failed to turn up the negatives.46 Following the war, as Daniel 
remembered, “Jefferson Davis, whom I had met in 1856, came to my studio a day 
or two after his release from Fort Monroe and sat for his picture,” a release John 
Garrett had helped secure.47 On April 9, 1872, the Bendann Brothers patented their 
“Improvement in Photographic Backgrounds.”48 This process, popularly known as 
“Bendann’s Backgrounds,” allowed them to remove the subjects in a photograph and 
replace them with a more suitable background.49 Photographic manipulation was 
nothing new for the Bendanns. In 1859 they received a medal for retouched pho-
tographs in India ink and watercolors and their studio frequently exhibited oil and 
pastel portraits as well as photographs.50 The partnership split in 1874, with Daniel 
focusing on photography and David on painting.

John Garrett, whom Daniel called “a steadfast friend,”51 took advantage of this 
new technique to re-present the original Antietam photograph. Garrett drew from 

President Lincoln with Gen. McClellan and his staff on the battlefield at Antietam. John Work Garrett 
(in white hat) stands at right. Photograph taken by Alexander Gardner. (Library of Congress.)
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the common perception of photography’s inherent reality. His new photograph sup-
ported his interpretation of his importance and was the most striking example of his 
self-creation. Instead of a large group photograph that shunted Garrett to the side and 
ignored his contributions to the Union effort, this new arrangement placed Garrett 
on an equal footing with the others. The triumvirate of government, military, and 
business was complete. There are other subtle shifts in this re-presentation. Lincoln’s 
visage, shadowed in the original, appears even darker, and there is no hint of life or 
motion. His death is reified and his status as a martyr and symbol of all the war dead 
is assured. This is photography not as some abstract moment of death, but literally 
so, much like the earlier Antietam photographs of the war dead. General McClellan’s 
hand is outstretched, pointing toward Lincoln, while Garrett is the only one staring 
directly at the observer, his face lightened and the shadow from his hat removed. 
Also, the figures in the background, anonymous men in an amorphous camp scene, 
are wearing suspiciously light-colored uniforms, especially compared to McClellan’s 
dark blue Union coat. Possibly the Baltimore studio’s southern sympathies make this 
an anonymous Confederate camp scene. Regardless, there is no hint of what the war 
was about. The symbolic reconstruction of North and South has trumped the actual 
one. During the first exhibit of the Antietam photographs, though no mention was 
made of the war’s cause or the pending slave emancipation, the public was aware of 
these developments, given the other articles in the newspaper. More than a decade 
later, any historical context has been removed and the new photograph stands alone 
as evidence and artifact. Additionally, the wide circulation and knowledge of the 
photographs of the Antietam dead are echoed in this re-presentation of a now dead 
Lincoln with McClellan at Antietam.

This photographic re-presentation challenges existing interpretations of pho-
tography as fixed reality. While mass-production of photographic images in the late 
nineteenth century is often tied to growing industrialization, this is something dif-
ferent. Photography and money, of which Garrett had plenty, can be seen as types of 
social power. Both are forms of capital, real and social, that only represent another 
reality. According to historian Jonathan Crary they “establish a new set of abstract 
relations between individuals and things and impose those relations as the real.”52 The 
observer, or intended audience, of Garrett’s re-presentation is an open question.

Although the new photograph appears artificial to our eyes, Garrett intended 
the re-presentation to be taken literally. Perhaps because contemporary audiences 
were aware of photographic manipulation, the Bendann studio took steps to imbue 
the new photograph with authenticity. First, though their upper bodies stand out 
in sharp contrast to the background, Lincoln, McClellan, and Garrett’s lower legs 
are carefully shaded to blend in with the ground. Shadows have been added behind 
the figures. For Garrett, reality was the goal, hence the placement of the figures in a 
plausible camp scene. Second, by using Lincoln and McClellan, along with the original 
photograph taken at Antietam, Garrett is drawing upon the public’s fascination with 
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and perception of the Antietam photograph’s reality. Third, the photographic creation 
itself attests to Garrett’s motivation. If the only purpose was personal memento, surely 
the original photograph taken at the event served that purpose. If it was meant only 
as a curiosity or business patronage for “a steadfast friend,” surely one photograph 
would have accomplished this, but Garrett had three new ones made.53

There is no evidence this new photograph was seen outside of the family, but 
Garrett was clearly aware of his public image and sought to make it congruent with 
his self-image. Although undated, the photograph was created after 1871 and before 
Garrett’s death in 1884. Garrett never officially entered the presidential campaign, 
but he was widely and publicly mentioned in 1872. If he had run, the re-presented 
photograph would surely have made an attractive testament to his importance dur-
ing the Civil War and his interest in national reconciliation.

Garrett had three photographs produced in various sizes, framed, and hung in his 
home. They hang there still. As Allan Sekula notes, all photographs have a purpose, 
an “investment in sending a message.” Garrett’s new photograph sent a message of 
importance and remembrance. A photograph is deceptively neutral and factual, 
but it “presents merely the possibility of meaning. Only by its embeddedness in a 
concrete discourse situation can the photograph yield a clear semantic outcome.”54

David Bendann’s arrangement of the Gardner figures. (Evergreen House, Baltimore, Md.)
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Garrett’s re-presentation was embedded in a personal discourse as well as broader 
ones about the Civil War, the dead, and reconciliation.

These postwar discourses cannot be separated from the photograph’s content 
and its reflection of the war. As historian David Blight points out, the Civil War’s 
true purpose was quickly subsumed in ritual and memory. “Because the meaning of 
the Civil War remained so unsettled in American culture for so long, memorializa-
tion became just such a set of rituals whereby the dead continued to mingle among 
the living.” Here the dead Lincoln was literally mingling with the still-living Garrett 
and McClellan. “Sometimes people reminisce because they truly wish to relive part 
of their past. Sometimes objects, or aide-memoire, from the past induce a stream 
of remembrance where none may have been intended.” 55 This photographic re-
presentation surely acted as an aide-memoire, despite its recent creation.

Any photograph is simultaneously a dialogue and a referent to power. Unlike 
other Civil War photography, whose infinite reproducibility mirrored modern war, 
Garrett’s re-presentation was specific and unique. An original photograph was ru-
ined to produce the new one. This new one spoke to the observer not only about 
Garrett’s relationship to Lincoln and McClellan, but also his power in constructing 
the new photograph. Both money, to pay for the re-presentation, and knowledge, 
of new techniques, were required and implicit in its viewing. Indeed, Garrett looks 
directly at the viewer, emphasizing his own prominence. Garrett’s perception of his 
own power during the war (and after) was affirmed and recreated in the new ar-
rangement. This re-presentation, located in Garrett’s home and under his gaze, also 
buttressed him during the tumultuous later years of his life.

It is tempting to seek straightforward explanations. Perhaps John Work Garrett’s 
photographic re-presentation represents changing attitudes toward photography, or 
demonstrates the postwar drive toward sectional reconciliation, or the creation of 
historical memory. Unfortunately, historical causation is too complicated to allow 
for simple answers. The truth is probably that Garrett created the photograph for all 
of these reasons. As a possible presidential candidate, it represented past deeds and 
future qualifications. As a Unionist-Democrat, it represented sectional reunion and 
reconciliation. As a personal reminiscence, it represented a martyred Lincoln and 
living McClellan while affirming Garrett’s own importance. As a photograph, it rep-
resented the Civil War dead and changing attitudes toward the reality of photography 
itself. Although this variety of causation may be frustrating, too neat explanations 
are rarely satisfying. Like the Civil War itself, Garrett’s re-presentation reminds us 
that all events, even seemingly simple ones, are kaleidoscopic.
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Letters to the Editor 

Editor:
In his article “‘The Susquehanna Shall Run Red with Blood’: The Secession Move-

ment in Maryland” (MdHM Spring 2013), Timothy R. Snyder claims that six public 
meetings held in Maryland during the winter and spring of 1860–1861 spawned a 
secession movement in the state, and he couples his description of what transpired 
at these meetings with an analysis of why they failed to bring about secession. His 
article, while a well-researched summary of these gatherings, does not support a 
conclusion that any sort of movement actually formed, much less that anything was 
accomplished. Many of his citations come from the Baltimore Sun, which during 
that period expressed strong pro-southern views without advocating secession; a 
review of the city’s other major daily newspaper, the Baltimore American and Com-
mercial Advertiser, would have provided countervailing and consistent Unionist 
sentiment.

One early meeting Snyder cites occurs two days after “the December 20, 1861 
secession of South Carolina.” (South Carolina seceded on December 20, 1860, six 
weeks following the election of Abraham Lincoln.) Snyder describes this meeting, 
held in Baltimore, as having a moderate tone with no call for a Maryland secession.  
A February 1, 1861, meeting at the Maryland Institute in Baltimore is his Eureka 
moment where his “movement” is born, but the sole outcome is a decision to follow 
Virginia’s course. Additional meetings occur, and Snyder’s review of their proceed-
ings describes a small group of men more interested in process than action; they 
favor the negotiations of the Crittenden Compromise and wish to follow Virginia’s 
action. They pass resolutions; secession is proclaimed a last resort. 

Voices are loud, to be sure. Former governor Enoch Lowe boisterously advocates 
secession, but his calls for a revolt and assassination of Gov. Thomas Hicks marginal-
ize him as a lone firebrand with no constituency. A few other conservatives, such as 
Bradley Johnson and William Norris, pontificate. In March, six travel to Richmond 
to meet with the Virginians. A meeting on April 17th draws only thirteen attendees: 
“Still nothing was done,” Baltimore lawyer William Wilkins Glenn records in his 
diary that day. “There was no concerted action.”  

Negotiations fail and Virginia secedes in mid-April, but nothing happens. The 
Maryland state legislature takes no notice of these men and their meetings and 
resolutions—the delegates refuse even to hold a vote on secession during its special 
session, from April 26 to May 13. Characteristics of a viable movement are absent: 
an organization with standing committees, visible leaders who attract followers, 
fiery speeches in public spaces, exhortations to action, large public meetings, activ-
ity outside Baltimore. 
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The absence of any meaningful secession constituency in Maryland may be at-
tributed to  a number of factors: opposition from Baltimore’s business community, 
pro-Union passion, unwillingness of the planter-dominated state legislature to 
embrace the concept, and a striking lack of enthusiasm from an unlikely source: 
Maryland slave-owners, many of whom recognized that, as long as slavery was legal 
per the state constitution, their livelihoods were better protected in a Union that 
would surely have imposed on a Confederate Maryland a blockade of Baltimore’s 
port and an interdiction of the B&O Railroad. 

The tendency to conflate the views of Maryland’s “Southern Rights” men and 
slave-owners with secession continues to cloud objective assessments of the state’s 
position at the outbreak of the Civil War. Many Marylanders who believed both se-
cession and slave-holding to be legal, and just, did not wish a Confederate Maryland, 
and few had the incentive or resources to lead a gallant charge south.

Charles W. Mitchell
Author, “Maryland Voices of the Civil War”

Editor:
In “‘The Susquehanna Shall Run Red with Blood’: The Secession Movement in 

Maryland,” I attempted to show that a secession movement led by prominent men 
did indeed develop in Maryland, but that it was generally conservative in nature. 
No leader made a public call for Maryland’s withdrawal from the Union until the 
February 1, 1861 meeting; and even then attendees expressed a willingness to support 
compromise proposals. Ultimately a few radicals called for Maryland to secede, but 
because Governor Hicks failed to convene the General Assembly or arrange for a 
vote that might authorize a sovereign convention, and because Virginia remained 
in the Union until a very late date, the movement’s leadership broke down into dis-
sention and factionalism, which undermined its goals. 

On two points I think Charles Mitchell’s letter is misleading (although I do not 
think that that was his intention). Firstly, he decried an April 17 meeting of seces-
sion supporters because only thirteen people were in attendance; however, this was 
not one of the six public meetings that were the subject of my study; it was a private 
meeting held in the home of William Norris. Secondly, he criticized my use of the 
Baltimore Sun, arguing that the Baltimore American would have provided a more 
Union-loyal position; however, I used the Sun primarily because it published tran-
scriptions of speeches given by the speakers at the meetings I analyzed. It followed 
these meetings much more closely than did the American, which did not provide 
transcriptions for several of the meetings.

Mitchell writes that I failed to show that a secession movement even existed in 
Maryland. Using his own “characteristics of a viable movement,” however, I think 
Maryland’s secession movement meets his test: it had visible leaders with followings, 
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including former governors, a judge, politicians, prominent attorneys and physicians; 
it held its meetings in public buildings and its leaders gave fiery speeches before often 
boisterous crowds (could McLane’s “The Susquehanna shall run red with blood” 
speech be any more fiery?); delegates were elected from across the entire state, not 
just Baltimore; at it’s February 18 meeting it elected officers to a “Conference Conven-
tion,” thereby establishing a formal structure that would persist until the movement 
ended with Hicks’s call to convene the General Assembly. 

He also writes that the secession failed to accomplish anything significant, 
which was a point that I made in the article. Mitchell, however, pays no heed to the 
fact that the secession movement had absolutely no power to bring the state toward 
secession except perhaps armed revolt or political persuasion, the latter of which 
Hicks deftly parried until the Pratt Street Riot forced his hand. Because it did not 
accomplish its goals does not mean that the secession movement did not exist, did 
not have supporters nor have any influence on events. 

Mitchell criticizes the fact that most supporters of Maryland’s secession wished to 
follow the path of Virginia rather than take independent action but does not take into 
consideration their objections: that without Virginia withdrawing from the Union 
first, Maryland would have no physical border with the Confederacy; in the event of 
war Maryland would be isolated and vulnerable. In any event, even if the leadership 
of the secession movement all desired that Maryland secede before Virginia, it had 
absolutely no power to bring about that result. Only Hicks had the constitutional 
power to summon the General Assembly that could act on the matter.

Mitchell also writes that the Maryland General Assembly took no notice of the 
secession movement, which was patently false—it included a number of men who 
participated in the secession movement meetings. Additionally, the senate debated 
the Public Safety Bill, which would have wrested control of the Maryland Militia 
from Hicks and placed it in the hands of men sympathetic to the South. If it had 
passed, it would have allowed Maryland to begin cooperating with the Confederacy 
militarily, bypassing the governor and the need for a vote on secession (see MdHM, 
Vol. 101, No. 3, Fall 2006: 304–31).

I do think that Mitchell’s statement that Maryland lacked “any meaningful 
secession constituency” is off base. In the 1860 presidential election the Southern 
Democratic candidate, John Breckenridge, received the votes of 46 percent of Mary-
landers in the four-way contest. While no one should assume that all Breckenridge 
supporters necessarily favored Maryland’s secession, his party was the ideological 
home to those who would. If Marylanders who supported the South consisted pri-
marily of a handful of politicians talking to each other, how does Mitchell explain the 
Pratt Street Riot? Historian Frank Towers has estimated that 8,000 to 10,000 people 
were a part of the April 19, 1861 attack on Union volunteers. While some may have 
been bystanders to the events that transpired, certainly not all who favored seces-
sion participated in the riot. How does he account for those Marylanders who left 
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their homes, families and jobs to serve in the Confederate army, a figure which has 
been estimated to have been as high as 20,000? Surely they were just the tip of the 
iceberg of those who supported the South but were unable or unwilling to serve in 
the Confederate army. I think to summarily declare that only a very small number 
of Marylanders favored the state’s withdrawal from the Union overlooks evidence 
that suggests otherwise and turns a blind eye toward the sentiments of a sizeable but 
undetermined proportion of its citizens as well toward the nuances of opinion that 
existed in a state perched on the boundary between the North and South. 

Timothy R. Snyder
Hagerstown, Md.
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